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Abstract 
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are generally used for event driven monitoring or 
periodic reporting. Once a triggering event happens, it needs to be reported in real-time as 
a continuous stream for some duration. In order to address such communication 
requirements, this thesis introduces a soft Real-Time MAC (RT-MAC) protocol for real-
time data packet streaming in wireless sensor networks. RT-MAC eliminates contention 
for a wireless medium by introducing a feedback control packet, called Clear Channel 
(CC). As a result, RT-MAC has a consistent and predictable data transmission pattern 
that provides end-to-end delay guarantees. Additionally, RT-MAC has a lower end-to-
end delay than other real-time WSN MAC protocols for two reasons: (1) it maximizes 
spatial channel reuse by avoiding the false blocking problem caused by request-to-send 
(RTS) and clear-to-send (CTS) exchanges in wireless MAC protocols (2) it reduces 
contention duration of control packets to facilitate faster data packet transfer. Thus, RT-
MAC facilitates periodic data packet deliveries as well as alarming event reporting. RT-
MAC operates both with and without duty cycle mode (sleep/wakeup schedule for sensor 
nodes). Duty cycle mode of RT-MAC is useful in situations where energy conservation is 
one of the goals along with real-time requirements. RT-MAC is well suited for multi-hop 
communication with a large number of hops. RT-MAC protocol supports single-stream 
communication between a randomly selected source and sink node pair as well as multi-
stream communication among different source and sink node pairs. This thesis provides 
the lower and upper end-to-end delay bounds for data packets transfer in normal mode of 
operation of RT-MAC protocol. We used state diagram analysis to show the in-depth 
functioning of RT-MAC protocol. This thesis also presents Markov analysis of RT-MAC 
that shows the behavior of the protocol in fault scenarios. Extensive simulation results are 
also presented in this thesis. These results show significant improvement in delay, packet 
throughput performance, and uniformity in packet transmission pattern at a cost of a very 
vi 
small increase in energy consumption as compared to other real-time MAC protocols 
such as VTS and general purpose MAC protocols such as S-MAC and T-MAC. 
To my son Aditya, wife Ashita, and my parents. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Motivation 
Over the past decade, the wireless sensor networks (WSNs) [8], [17], [37] and [47] have 
become a rapidly developing research area. Akyildiz et al. [3], [4] and Yick et al. [73] 
highlight research challenges in general at various layers of the WSN protocol stack. 
However, most research in WSNs is devoted to energy conservation since batteries are 
generally not replaceable once a sensor network is deployed. Timing constraints received 
secondary importance. But with the advancement of sensor technologies, sensors are 
increasingly used for time critical (real-time) applications. To fulfill real-time 
requirements, time critical aspects need to be addressed both at the hardware as well as 
software levels in WSNs. References [1], [12], [13], [46], [55] and [70] focus on research 
issues related to real-time communication at various network layers of the WSNs. 
However, for a given sensor hardware, medium access control (MAC) protocol is crucial 
for guarantying real-time sensor data transmission. A real-time MAC protocol is essential 
for any time critical higher layer protocol development in WSNs. Thus, in this thesis, a 
real-time MAC protocol for WSNs is proposed and its operation is verified via computer 
simulations and Markov chain analysis. 
A real-time MAC protocol should have the following properties: 
1. It should provide a bounded end-to-end delay, which requires a consistent and 
predictable data packet transmission pattern. 
2. It should have minimum scheduling, contention, and control packet transmission 
delays compared to the actual time taken for data packet transfer. Thus, the 
protocol should be fast enough to meet end-to-end delay deadlines of a real-time 
application. 
1 
3. It should be fault-tolerant (i.e., it should not go into any deadlock state). 
Existing real-time MAC protocols for WSNs are designed either for some specific sensor 
network topologies, or provide large delay guaranties, or make assumptions which limits 
their practicality such as having special hardware requirements or fixed duty cycles 
(sleep/wakeup schedules for sensor nodes) during run time. Therefore, Real-Time MAC 
(RT-MAC) protocol for WSNs that removes some of the limitations of the existing 
protocols is proposed in this thesis. Verification of RT-MAC is done via computer 
simulations and Markov chain analysis. 
1.2 Research Objectives 
The objective of this research is to devise a real-time MAC protocol for WSNs that 
guaranties bounded and minimum end-to-end delay, supports MAC operation with and 
without duty cycle, supports event driven and periodic applications, has no hardware 
assumptions, is applicable for randomly deployed multi-hop WSN, is fault tolerant, and 
can vary duty cycle during run time. 
1.3 Contributions and Applicability 
RT-MAC, as presented in this thesis, uses a novel feedback mechanism to provide real-
time capability to MAC protocol. This feedback mechanism controls the flow of data 
packet streams in multi-hop WSNs. RT-MAC introduces a novel feedback control 
packet, called Clear Channel (CC), to regulate the medium access for WSNs. Thus, 
unlike most of contention based MAC protocols, RT-MAC does not require large carrier 
sense duration prior to ready to send (RTS) control packets to resolve medium access 
problem. Major features and advantages of RT-MAC protocol are given as follows: 
• RT-MAC works with any network topology. 
• RT-MAC does not require any special hardware such as GPS systems, multi-
frequency transceivers, router sensor nodes, high power cluster heads etc. 
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• RT-MAC has lower end-to-end delay guarantees as compared to time scheduling 
based real-time MAC protocols. 
• RT-MAC can work with and without duty cycle and can operate at lower duty 
cycles than other contention based MAC protocols. 
• RT-MAC can vary duty cycle during run time based on the application 
requirement or to accommodate load fluctuations. Varying duty cycle can also 
help in guarantying delay bounds in multi-stream scenarios. 
• RT-MAC provides consistent and predictable data transmission pattern. 
• RT-MAC has a very low number of collisions. 
• RT-MAC is a distributed, scalable, and load balanced protocol. 
• RT-MAC is a fault tolerant protocol. 
In general, WSN is useful for a variety of real-life applications [2], [5], [6], [7], [14], [30] 
and [69]. Real-time communication applications can be classified as soft real-time and 
hard real-time applications. In soft real-time applications, a data packet is processed even 
if it misses the delay deadline but arrives at the destination within an acceptable delay 
threshold. In hard real-time applications, a data packet is dropped by the network if it 
misses a specified delay deadline. RT-MAC, presented in this thesis, is designed for soft 
real-time WSN applications. It is capable of meeting deadlines of both event driven and 
periodic applications. Event driven applications can include fault detection of power lines 
and security setups at important establishments. For example, if there is a short-circuit in 
power lines, then the alarm message can be sent to the controlling station within a 
guaranteed time limit. Periodic applications can include the monitoring of assembly lines 
in industries and natural disaster management applications. RT-MAC is also useful for 
the WSN applications that require variable periodicity. As RT-MAC supports change in 
duty cycle during run time, the frequency and end-to-end delay of data reporting can be 
controlled while sensors are in operation. For example, if controlling station gets 
information about any triggering event such as a rapidly spreading forest fire, then it can 
increase data collection rate to the maximum possible value. In such cases, timely 
reporting of event becomes crucial to the extent that one does not care even if network 
operate at 100% duty cycle (i.e., nodes are ON continuously) for the duration of the 
3 
disaster then dies; thus, energy consumption generally assumes secondary importance in 
such scenarios. 
1.4 Thesis Outline 
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides literature review 
on existing MAC approaches in WSNs. A comparative study of existing real-time MAC 
protocols is also presented in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 presents an in depth description of the 
proposed protocol in the single-stream scenario. Chapter 4 presents analytical framework 
to calculate the lower as well as upper end-to-end delay bounds in normal operation of 
the protocol. Chapter 5 presents stochastic modeling of the proposed protocol in faulty 
scenarios. Chapter 6 presents the description of the proposed protocol in the multi-stream 
scenario. Chapter 7 gives information about the simulation environment, simulation 
results, and related discussions. Conclusion and future work are presented in Chapter 8. 
4 
Chapter 2: B ackground 
This chapter presents a background study related to the research work presented in this 
thesis. The next section presents an overview of MAC protocols for WSNs. Section 2.2 
presents a comparative study of the real-time MAC protocols for WSNs. An introduction 
of Markov analysis is presented in Section 2.3. Markov analysis is used to analyze the 
behavior of the protocol proposed in this thesis in realistic scenarios. Section 2.4 presents 
an overview of OMNeT++ simulator, which is used in this research work for comparative 
performance evaluation of the real-time MAC protocols for WSNs. 
2.1 Overview of MAC protocols for WSNs 
Czapski [18], and Demirkol et al. [19] present a comprehensive survey of MAC protocols 
for WSNs; though, most of MAC protocols presented in these papers give emphasis on 
energy saving. 
MAC protocols for WSNs are broadly categorized as contention based (random access) 
protocols such as carrier sense multiple access (CSMA) based protocols and deterministic 
scheduling protocols such as time division multiple access (TDMA) based protocols [16], 
[24], [27], [28], [44], [54] and [74]. It is relatively easier to define a delay deadline within 
the TDMA mechanism. However, TDMA based protocols have some disadvantages with 
regard to real-time application requirements at MAC layer in WSNs. For example, 
TDMA based MAC protocols cannot adapt well to frequently changing load conditions 
due to higher synchronization requirements; thus, the TDMA based MAC protocols are 
good for periodic data packet delivery scenarios, but they are not good for event driven 
reporting. In addition to this, nodes can send data in turns, which makes TDMA 
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unsuitable for reporting alarm events in real-time. The end-to-end delay bounds of 
TDMA based protocols are larger compared to those of contention based protocols. The 
TDMA based protocols exhibit large overhead to maintain synchronization, which 
increase the overall delay and energy consumption. Therefore, TDMA based protocols 
are not good for large multi-hop WSNs, particularly when data follows a long linear path. 
End-to-end delay in TDMA based protocols grows linearly with increasing number of 
sensors using slots in a TDMA frame. TDMA based MAC protocols give a fair chance of 
medium access to each node in a TDMA frame even if any node does not have data 
packet to send during a TDMA frame, which may add unnecessary delay and increase 
energy consumption. One of the widely referred TDMA based MAC protocol, called 
TDMA-EC, is proposed by Ren et al. in [52] for tree topology based WSNs. TDMA-EC 
has two types of staggered schedules to facilitate bidirectional message transfer. It takes a 
long time for TDMA-EC to come out with a new synchronized TDMA frame if the sink 
node changes. In contrast to TDMA based MAC approaches, RT-MAC presented in this 
thesis attempts to define delay deadlines with random access approach at MAC layer. 
RT-MAC can adapt quickly to fluctuating load conditions as it can vary the duty cycle 
during run time. Additionally, RT-MAC adapts to change in route very quickly. 
In general, contention based MAC approaches are more suitable for real-time 
communication at MAC layer due to their scalability and flexibility in adapting changing 
application requirements or load scenarios, especially for event driven WSN applications. 
However, the general purpose contention based MAC protocols such as S-MAC [71], 
[72] and T-MAC [62], and D-MAC [41] and [42] are not suitable for real-time 
communication due to their inconsistent data transmission patterns, which cause 
unpredictable end-to-end delays. But these three general purpose MAC provide basis for 
the development of contention based real-time MAC protocols. That is why brief 
descriptions of these three protocols are provided in the following subsections. 
2.1.1 Overview of S-MAC protocol 
RT-MAC protocol, presented in this thesis, is based on S-MAC protocol [71] and [72]. S-
MAC works on the basis of coordinated adaptive sleeping. S-MAC uses SYNC control 
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packets to keep coordination of sleep and listen schedule locally for a group of sensor 
nodes in a neighborhood. A group of sensor nodes forms a virtual cluster. Thus, the 
whole network is divided into several virtual clusters. The boundary nodes follow the 
sleep and listen schedule of the virtual clusters that they are in. S-MAC works with or 
without adaptive listening. In case of adaptive listening in S-MAC, the ongoing 
communication between one hop neighboring node pair (e.g. Ni as sender node and N2 as 
receiver node in Figure 2.1) is overheard by their neighboring nodes in range. These 
neighboring nodes go into sleep mode for the duration of an active communication. The 
neighboring nodes (e.g. N3 in Figure 2.1) of receiving node N2 wake up as soon as the 
active communication finishes, and remain in listen mode for some time, irrespective of 
their sleep and listen schedule, with expectation that N2 may try to forward data packet to 
them. Though adaptive listening helps to reduce sleep latency in S-MAC protocol, it has 
two limitations. First, effect of adaptive listening is limited to two hops with respect to 
Ni. It is because the nodes that are two or three hops away with respect of N2 will not be 
able to overhear an active communication and will not be awake. Hence, one hop 
neighbor of the receiving node N2, which was awake due to overheard communication 
will receive data packet from N2, but it will not be able to forward this data packet further 
because its neighboring nodes will only come out of sleep mode at the beginning of the 
next frame. Throughout this thesis, a frame refers to one listen and sleep duration at the 
MAC layer. Second, if duty cycle is reduced to the extent that data packet travels only 
one hop per frame, then adaptive listening reduces end-to-end delay by half. However, if 
duty cycle is large, then data packet may travel a large number of hops per frame. In this 
case, the data packet transmission by an additional hop per frame due to adaptive 
listening is not going to have a significant impact on decreasing end-to-end delay. 
S-MAC itself is not suitable for real-time applications for several reasons. First, S-MAC 
uses carrier sense, contention and back-off schemes for the wireless medium access. 
Thus, in general, it is not known a priori as to which wireless sensor node will win the 
contention in a neighborhood. Hence, it is not possible to predict data transmission 
pattern in the network. Thus, there is no guaranty of ordered delivery of data packets. It 
may happen that the first packet generated in a node may not be the first one to reach to 
the destination node. For example, Figure 2.1 shows one of such possible data packet 
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Figure 2.1: A possible data packet transfer pattern in S-MAC 
protocol 
transfer pattern in S-MAC protocol. In this figure, let us assume that No has four data 
packets to send to the sink node Nio- First, No starts contending for the medium at the 
instant ti and wins contention. Thus, No sends the first packet PO to Ni. At t2, both No and 
Ni contend for the medium. Now, if No again wins the contention, then it sends the 
second packet PI to Ni. However, from real-time point of view, it is desired that Ni 
should have won the contention and should have forwarded PO to N2, instead of loosing 
contention to No and receiving the next packet PI. As we see in this figure between time 
t3 to t7, it's totally unpredictable as to which node wins the contention. Second, 
irrespective of large carrier sense durations prior to transmission, collisions are still 
possible in S-MAC as two or more nodes in a range can initiate a transmission roughly at 
the same time after a carrier sense duration. Such unpredictable collisions cause 
unpredictable end-to-end delay for real-time WSN applications. Third, S-MAC protocol 
emphasizes primarily on minimizing energy consumption in WSNs, that is why the 
timing requirement assumes secondary importance. 
S-MAC is used as a basis for the development of RT-MAC for several reasons. First, S-
MAC is a widely referred general-purpose contention based energy-efficient MAC 
protocol for WSNs. In particular, Egea-ldpez et al. in [20] and [21] present a soft real-
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time MAC layer protocol, called VTS, which is based on S-MAC protocol. Second, S-
MAC supports data transmissions in a randomly deployed WSN between an arbitrary 
source and sink node pair. Third, S-MAC supports multi-streaming; thus, there could be 
several interfering or non-interfering data streams in the network at the same time. 
Fourth, as duty cycle doesn't change during run time in S-MAC, it is easier to define 
delay deadlines with some modification to this protocol. 
The synchronization and periodic sleep/wake up strategies of RT-MAC are based on S-
MAC. However, the major changes done in S-MAC protocol to develop RT-MAC 
protocol are given in Section 3.1 of the next chapter. 
2.1.2 Overview of T-MAC protocol 
Van dam, T., and Langend-oen, K. present T-MAC protocol for WSNs in [62]. The idea 
of adaptive duty cycle approach of T-MAC seems to be a good starting point to 
implement variable duty cycle during run time. In order to provide adaptive duty cycle, 
T-MAC uses a timeout duration prior to ending the listen mode. If any activation event 
such as overhearing RTS/CTS transmission or sensing collision etc. is detected by a 
node, then it will not go into sleep mode and will renew its timeout duration. T-MAC 
itself is not a good candidate for real-time communication for the following three main 
reasons. First, in T-MAC, every node tries to transmit all data packets from its transmit 
queue in burst at the start of a frame. In case of a collision, a node waits and listens for 
random amount of time within a fixed contention interval (no back-off scheme after a 
collision) before starting its transmission again. Thus, most of the time in unidirectional 
source to sink communication, a receiving node keeps on receiving data packets with 
fewer chances of winning the contention to forward packets which are already received. 
Consequently, transmit queue of the receiving node keeps on growing. As a result of this, 
all data packets travel together toward the sink in a bunch, which means that the first 
packet will reach to sink very late, but subsequent data packets will follow the first packet 
shortly. Therefore, most of the initial packets will miss their end-to-end delay deadlines 
particularly in a large multi-hop communication network. That makes T-MAC unsuitable 
for both event driven and periodic real-time applications. Second, T-MAC has an option 
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of Futuristic RTS control packet (FRTS) to inform the third hop neighbor with respect to 
the sender node so that the third hop neighbor remains awake after two data transfer 
cycles, with an expectation that the second hop node might forward the packet to the third 
hop node. This reduces the sleep latency, consequently, increases the packet throughput. 
But, FRTS further decreases chances of receiving node to get medium access for 
forwarding, consequently, it will further help packets to arrive in bunches at the sink. 
Third, T-MAC has an optional full-buffer priority mechanism in which a node prefers 
sending a data packet than receiving when its transmit queue is almost full. Though full-
buffer priority mechanism tries to reduce bunching process of data packets in 
transmission pattern, there are chances that a node might not receive/accept a new high 
priority data packet from other neighboring nodes. This is not acceptable in real-time 
applications. Thus, T-MAC is not suitable with or without FRTS and/or full-buffer 
priority mechanism for real-time applications in WSNs. Fourth, like S-MAC, T-MAC 
also gives emphasis on minimizing energy consumption rather than timing 
considerations. Halkes et al. in [26] gives a comprehensive comparison of S-MAC and T-
MAC protocols. 
2.1.3 Overview of D-MAC protocol 
Lu et al. in [41] and [42] propose general purpose low sleep latency MAC protocol, 
called D-MAC, for unidirectional source to sink communication pattern in tree topology 
WSNs in which the sink node is placed at the top of a tree. D-MAC protocol is not 
suitable for real-time WSN applications for several reasons. First, a node at a depth from 
the sink node in the tree will have wake up time as offset multiplied by the depth. Thus, 
nodes have staggered sleep and wake up schedule, which means they wake up like a 
chain during a given frame. As a result of this, if a node dies, then it takes time to evolve 
to a new schedule as now the position of every node for wake up in a frame changes due 
to change of their depth with respect to sink. Second, as D-MAC is designed for the tree 
topology WSNs where all the nodes have sleep and listen schedule synchronized with the 
sink node. This makes synchronization difficult as the number of nodes increases in the 
system. Thus, D-MAC has scalability problem. Third, D-MAC is good for continuous 
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reporting due to synchronized wake up schedule, but it's not good for event driven 
WSNs. 
2.2 A comparative study of existing real-time MAC protocols 
for WSNs 
In the literature, there are nine major real-time MAC protocols for WSNs. Table 2.1 at 
the end of this chapter presents a comparison of real-time and other related MAC layer 
protocols for wireless sensor networks. Here, we first explain real-time protocols based 
on deterministic scheduling, and then protocols based on contention. 
2.2.1 Deterministic scheduling real-time MAC protocols 
Egea-lopez et al. in [20] and [21] proposed virtual TDMA for sensors (VTS) protocol for 
soft real-time WSN applications. VTS is developed by introducing the TDMA concept in 
the S-MAC protocol. In VTS, a data packet can only travel one hop in a given TDMA 
slot (which is a frame in S-MAC and RT-MAC). Therefore, a data packet transmission 
cannot be accelerated by varying the duty cycle of a TDMA frame. Hence, it is more 
suitable for a periodic application, not necessarily for an event driven application. On the 
contrary, S-MAC and RT-MAC can adjust duty cycle to facilitate more than one hop 
transmission in a frame duration. In VTS, the number of slots in a TDMA frame equals to 
number of nodes in the transmission range. As any node gets a transmission slot again 
after m slots in a TDMA frame with m nodes, it limits the packet service rate in the 
source node. Precisely, the packets at the source are processed cyclically at the interval of 
mTs, where Ts represents slot duration in a TDMA frame in VTS. Thus, it is evident that 
VTS cannot work for WSN applications which have higher packet generation rate. In 
general, though VTS gives timeliness guarantees, but these guarantees are too large, 
which makes it a slow protocol as compared to contention based protocols such as RT-
MAC, S-MAC, and T-MAC with frame duration of these protocols equal to one TDMA 
slot of VTS. Additionally, if a source node is a border node of a virtual cluster of m 
number of nodes and it needs to forward data to its nearest neighbor in another virtual 
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cluster, then in the worst case, the source may have to wait for m TDMA slots before its 
turn comes to initiate a packet transmission. This increases unpredictability of end-to-end 
delay in packet transmission. That makes VTS unsuitable for large multi-hop networks. 
In addition to this, being TDMA based protocol, VTS does not provide spatial channel 
reuse. 
Chen et al. in [15] propose a path oriented real-time MAC layer protocol, called PR-
MAC, for WSNs. This protocol is based on D-MAC [41] and [42]. Similar to D-MAC, 
PR-MAC is for tree based WSNs and has staggered sleep and wake up schedule with 
respect to the sink node. PR-MAC assumes multi-channel radio, while D-MAC, and RT-
MAC are for single channel radio. PR-MAC has two normally ON (listen) durations in a 
frame (work cycle), while RT-MAC has only one listen duration in a frame. 
Consequently, PR-MAC facilitates bidirectional packet transfer, i.e., a data packet 
transmission from the source to the sink and a network control packet transmission from 
the sink to the source in the same frame. Thus, PR-MAC is more useful in scenario when 
there is one data packet to send from source to sink and one control packet to send from 
sink to source in every frame. Need of an end-to-end network control packet transmission 
per frame is rare in most of real-time WSN applications. Thus, the idle listening in nodes 
increases when there is no network control packet to send from sink to source in a frame. 
In contrast to PR-MAC, in RT-MAC, the end-to-end packet transfer can take one or more 
frames in a large multi-hop WSN. Similar to PR-MAC, RT-MAC also has bidirectional 
transmission support, which means that data packet transmission is possible from source 
to sink direction and control packet transmission is possible from sink to source direction. 
RT-MAC uses CC control packet that travels from sink to source direction to facilitate 
medium access for sensor nodes. This CC can carry additional control information, such 
as instruction for network wide change in duty cycle or sampling rate of events at the 
source, from the sink to the source without any extra overhead. Thus, CC takes 
numerically the same duration to reach the source as a data packet takes to reach to the 
sink node. Apart from this, data packet throughput of RT-MAC is much more than PR-
MAC protocol with same frame duration. This is due to the fact that, for the same frame 
duration, there is only one end-to-end data transmission in PR-MAC, while there could 
be several data packets in network with each data transmission separated by at least four 
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hops in RT-MAC. PR-MAC targets persistent applications, where communication path 
remains unchanged for quite some time; while RT-MAC does not have any such 
assumption. Theoretically, in RT-MAC, there could be just one data packet in a 
communication path between a source and sink pair, and the next packet can have 
another source and sink pair. PR-MAC is good only for periodic data collection, while 
RT-MAC is good for both periodic and event driven real-time WSN applications. In 
addition to this, the fault tolerance mechanism is needed in PR-MAC for some of 
potential deadlock scenarios. For example, a slight clock drift may cause collision 
between the source to sink data packet and the sink to source control packet. Such 
collisions are more likely at node that has both listen durations (i.e., source to sink listen 
schedule and sink to source listen schedule in a frame) side by side. If collision happens, 
then data transmission is interrupted till the next frame, and unless clock drift is 
corrected, collision will keep on happening. In another scenario, if a node goes out of 
sync, then it will not be able to listen to any packet from its neighbors. Thus, it will not be 
possible for the network to resolve such deadlocks unless out of sync node is put back in 
sync with its neighbors. RT-MAC does not have any of such deadlock scenarios as it is 
based on S-MAC protocol, which has adequate arrangement to bring any out of sync 
node again in sync with its neighbors. 
Kim et al. [29] presented RRMAC, which is a TDMA based hard real-time MAC 
protocol for a multi-hop convergecast WSN. RRMAC's super frame is based on the IEEE 
802.15.4 frame structure, which assigns time slots to sensor nodes in a hierarchical tree 
structure with the base station at the top of the tree. RRMAC needs special hardware to 
operate such as it needs two types of sensor nodes, one with a smaller and one with larger 
RF power levels. Being a tree based protocol, RRMAC needs global synchronization and 
has scalability issues due to constraint of superframe length. 
Krohn et al. in [36] present a protocol called TOMAC that provides hard real-time 
message ordering at the MAC layer using nondestructive bit wise arbitration for one hop 
mesh network. This protocol is hard to generalize for multi-hop networks and other 
communication topologies. 
Li et al. in [38] proposed a channel reuse-based smallest latest-start-time first (CR-SLF) 
algorithm for scheduling messages at the MAC layer to increase spatial channel reuse in 
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soft real-time multi-hop WSNs. There are a few similarities between CR-SLF and RT-
MAC protocol. For example, increased spatial channel reuse is a core feature of both 
protocols. Both protocols eliminate false blocking problem at MAC layer. Detail of false 
blocking avoidance in RT-MAC is given in Section 3.3 of Chapter 3. However, CR-SLF 
is developed for mobile wireless sensor networks such as a network of mobile robots with 
each robot having a wireless sensor device attached to it; while RT-MAC does not 
support mobility. CR-SLF uses centralized scheduling algorithm, in which a centralized 
scheduler decides as to when and who will transmit or receive messages, while RT-MAC 
presents a distributed real-time MAC layer protocol. Being a centralized algorithm, CR-
SLF is not scalable, while RT-MAC is highly scalable protocol. CR-SLF needs up-to-
date global position information of mobile wireless sensor nodes prior to scheduling or 
medium access decision, while RT-MAC needs relative location information for medium 
access decision. 
Reference [22] presents a Power Efficient and Delay Aware Medium Access Protocol for 
Sensor Networks (PEDAMACS). It is a hard real-time protocol based on TDMA scheme. 
It uses a high powered access point which accesses all the nodes in the network in one 
hop. It generates a centralized TDMA schedule for the sensor nodes to determine when a 
node should transmit and receive data. The requirement of a powerful access point makes 
it unsuitable for randomly deployed real-time WSNs. 
2.2.2 Contention based real-time MAC protocols 
Caccamo et al. in [10], and Caccamo and Zhang in [11] proposed a contention based 
implicit earliest deadline first (I-EDF) algorithm at the MAC layer for hard real-time 
WSN applications with periodic data transmission. It is a hard real-time MAC layer 
protocol for WSNs. It is not suitable for event driven WSNs. This protocol assumes 
cellular network structure. Nodes within a cell contend for a wireless medium by 
communicating among themselves, while cell to cell communications happen using more 
capable sensor nodes called routers. Cell to cell communications are done using 
frequency division multiplexing. Those specifications require special sensor hardware 
arrangements for I-EDF, while RT-MAC works with sensor nodes with same capabilities 
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(i.e., no need of more capable router nodes). RT-MAC is designed for single channel 
radio, while I-EDF assumes multi-channel radio. In I-EDF, nodes in a cell have the same 
earliest deadline first schedule, while cell to cell communication is controlled by a global 
common schedule known to all router nodes. Thus, I-EDF needs synchronization on 
global basis, whereas RT-MAC needs relative position information of sensor nodes. I-
EDF protocol assumes that each node in a cell knows about frequency, deadline, and 
duration of generated alarm messages from other nodes in the same cell, while RT-MAC 
doesn't assume such fore knowledge about data packets. 
Watteyne et al. in [66], and Watteyne and Auge-blum in [67] presented a dual-mode real-
time MAC protocol for hard real-time WSN applications. This protocol has two modes. 
In the protected mode, the message travels slowly but reliably, while in unprotected 
mode, the message travels with full speed but unreliably. Dual-mode real-time MAC 
protocol is based on I-EDF protocol, but it has fewer assumptions than I-EDF protocol. 
For example, unlike I-EDF, Dual-mode real-time MAC protocol does not need a router 
node to coordinate cell to cell communication as well as nodes have single channel radio 
with a predefined constant power. It is observed that RT-MAC and dual-mode real-time 
protocol are closely related in certain aspects. For example, both dual-mode real-time 
MAC protocol and RT-MAC are contention based MAC protocols for randomly 
deployed WSNs, and both protocols avoid collisions by stopping neighboring nodes from 
initiating a transmission for a certain duration. However, there are many differences in 
both the protocols. For example, Dual-mode real-time MAC protocol relies heavily on 
global synchronization mechanism. It requires that all nodes need to know their absolute 
position information and accurate distance between them and their closest neighbors. 
This calls for special hardware requirements such as a global positioning system (GPS), 
which is a demanding assumption for a randomly deployed sensor network. In contrast to 
this, RT-MAC regulates medium access based on relative position of sensor nodes. Dual-
mode real-time MAC protocol deals with multi-source to one sink scenario, whereas RT-
MAC deals with multi-source and multi-sink scenario. If packet generation rate increases 
in Dual-mode real-time MAC protocol, then the protocol increases the chances of 
missing delay deadline and packet drop rate in the network. In this case, providing hard 
real-time guaranties even in protected mode of Dual-mode real-time MAC protocol is not 
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possible. In contrast to this, RT-MAC protocol controls the packet transmission rate using 
feedback approach, which prevent network from being overwhelmed by too many 
packets in a neighborhood that can cause collisions. However, dual-mode real-time MAC 
protocol uses a reservation mechanism to avoid collisions. It reserves five cells (towards 
sink) ahead of a sending node to stop them from generating any new packet during 
reservation duration and to make them ready for forwarding packet sent by earlier nodes. 
In general, reservation based real-time MAC approaches are more unpredictable because 
the control packet sent for reservation may not find the next few hop neighbors free, 
which will make that particular reservation attempt unsuccessful. In contrast to this, RT-
MAC uses a predictable feedback based approach to avoid collisions. RT-MAC starts 
sending the first data packet adventurously. Transmission of subsequent data packets 
depends upon successful progression of the previous data packets towards the destination. 
Thus, RT-MAC follows the philosophy of transmission first then clearance to other, 
while Dual-mode real-time MAC protocol follows the philosophy of reservation first then 
transmission. Additionally, in Dual-mode real-time MAC protocol, there are more than 
one node per cell that can reach any node in the next cell. Thus, essentially its one hop 
communication from one cell to another. Therefore, due to five cells reservation 
mechanism, 5n number of nodes will not be able to generate and transmit packets during 
whole reservation duration, though they can forward a packet sent by earlier nodes. Here, 
n is the average number of nodes per cell. This causes poor spatial channel reuse in Dual-
mode real-time MAC protocol. In contrast to this, RT-MAC stops transmission for four 
hops only due to feedback mechanism, which means that only four nodes are stopped 
from transmitting a packet. This facilitates better spatial channel reuse in RT-MAC as 
compared to Dual-mode real-time MAC protocol. Dual-mode real-time MAC protocol 
relies heavily on a global synchronization mechanism as well as the nodes' absolute 
position information, whereas RT-MAC regulates medium access based on the relative 
position of sensor nodes. Dual-mode real-time MAC protocol is yet to implement the 
fault tolerance mechanism due to message loss or node loss that makes harder to fulfill 
end-to-end delay deadlines in hard real-time applications. Dual-mode real-time MAC 
protocol does not support operation with duty cycle, whereas RT-MAC supports both 
duty cycle and non duty cycle operations. 
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The IEEE 802.15.4 [77] standard provides medium access control specification for small 
devices that consume low power and require lower data rates. This standard provides 
bitrates of 20kbps, 40kbps, and 250kbps in the 868MHz, 915MHz, and 2.45GHz 
frequency bands, respectively. This standard facilitates communication in star topology 
as well as peer-to-peer topology. In IEEE 802.15.4 personal area network (PAN), a single 
device acts as a PAN coordinator that controls device association within the network. In 
the star topology, the PAN coordinator is directly responsible for all communication and 
resource reservations. However, in the peer-to-peer topology, devices operate 
independently, and need not communicate through the PAN coordinator, but all devices 
must associate with the PAN coordinator prior to participating in the network. The IEEE 
802.15.4 standard focuses primarily on the star topology, and does not clearly define 
functionality of the peer-to-peer networks. In IEEE 802.15.4 network, nodes operate in 
beacon-enabled mode or in an unsynchronized mode without beacons. A beacon enabled 
PAN coordinator utilizes the synchronization provided by the beacon to perform slotted 
channel access, whereas a PAN coordinator without beacons uses unslotted access. IEEE 
802.15.4 uses a slightly modified CSMA/CA algorithm to access the wireless channel. 
Though IEEE 802.15.4 focuses on applications that are similar to WSN applications, 
there are several disadvantages of using IEEE 802.15.4 for WSN applications [35]. For 
example, IEEE 8.2.15.4 does not clearly define the operation of nodes in a peer-to-peer 
topology. In addition to this, as sensor nodes in a WSN are generally spread in a large 
geographical area, the use of a PAN coordinator or multiple PAN coordinators becomes 
an issue as it is not clearly defined in this standard. In this context, the Zigbee Alliance 
[80] attempts to define the upper layer protocols (on top of IEEE 802.15.4) that outline 
standards for some of these operations. 
Although IEEE 802.15.4 protocol has provided guaranteed time slot (GTS) mechanism 
for time critical data, the details of how to use it to support explicit QoS guarantees in 
real-time WSNs are still developing [31] and [40]. Francomme et al. in [23] show that a 
PAN coordinator can distribute GTSs corresponding to deadline and bandwidth 
requirements of transmissions to support hard real-time guarantees. However, Koubaa et 
al. in [33] and [34] show that an enhanced IEEE 802.15.4 slotted CSMA/CA mechanisms 
can offer delay guarantees in soft real-time WSN applications. In this paper, the traffics 
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are categorized into high and low priority queues that employ different CSMA/CA 
settings. It presents a heuristic solution to different quality of service (QoS) priorities of 
messages. 
2.3 Overview of Markov Analysis 
A Markov analysis looks at a sequence of random events, and analyzes the tendency of 
one event to be followed by another. It is useful for analyzing dependent random events 
whose likelihood depends on what happened last [80]. In this context, a Markov process 
is a random process where the value of a random variable at instant n depends only on its 
immediate past value at instant n-\. Here, the random variable represents the state of the 
system at a given instant n. The following are examples of Markov processes [25] and 
[43]: 
1. The state of the daily weather. 
2. Telecommunication protocols and hardware systems. 
3. Arrival of cars at an intersection. 
4. Machine breakdown and repair during use. 
5. Customer arrivals and departures. 
2.3.1 Markov Chains 
A Markov process is called a Markov chain if the state space of the Markov process is 
discrete. In this case, the states can be denoted by the integers 0, 1, 2, etc.. Discrete time 
Markov chains (DTMC) arise naturally in many communication systems. A Markov 
Chain can be homogeneous or non-homogeneous. A homogeneous Markov Chain has 
constant transition rates between the states, whereas a non-homogeneous Markov Chain 
has the transition rates between the states that vary with time, e.g., due to the change in 
battery status of sensor nodes. 
A Markov chain stays in a particular state for a certain amount of time, called the hold 
time and it moves randomly to another state at the end of the hold time. Markov chains 
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can be broadly classified in two categories based on the criterion used to measure the 
hold time. 
a) Discrete-time Markov chain: In a discrete-time Markov chain the hold time assumes 
discrete values. Therefore, the changes in the states occur at discrete time values such as t 
= 70, 71, 72, etc. In general, the spacing between the time steps need not be equal. 
However, often the discrete time values are equally spaced, therefore, it can be written as 
t - nT, where n = 0, 1,2, etc.. The time step value T depends on the type of system. 
b) Continuous-time Markov chain: The hold time assumes continuous values in a 
continuous-time Markov chain. Therefore, the changes in the states occur at any time, 
which makes time values continuous over a finite or infinite interval. 
In a DTMC, the value of a random variable S(n) represents the state of the system at time 
n. S(n) is a function of its immediate past value. For example, S(n) depends on S(n-l). 
This is referred to as the memoryless property of the Markov chain, where the present 
state of the system depends only on its immediate past state [65] and [68]. Alternatively, 
the memoryless property of the Markov chain implies that the future state of the system 
depends only on the present state and not on its past states [60]. 
A Markov chain is said to be irreducible if it is possible to get to any state from any other 
state in the system. 
2.3.2 Markov Chain Transition Matrix 
Pij(ri) represent the probability of being a system in the state i at time n given that the past 
state was the state j at time n-l. ptj(n) can be equated to the conditional probability and 
can be expressed mathematically as 
pij(n) = P[S(n) = i\S(n-l) = j]. 
If the transition probabilities are independent of the time, then we have a homogeneous 
Markov chain. In this case, Equation (1) can be written as 
Ptl = P[S(n) = i\S(n-l) = j]. ( 2 ) 
Now, the probability of finding the system in state i at time n can be defined as 
Si(n) = P[X(n) = i]. ( 3 ) 
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where, m is the number of possible states in the system, and the indices i and j are in the 
range 1 < i < m and 1 <j < m. 
Equation (4) can be expressed in the matrix form as 
s(n) = Ps(n-l), (5) 
where, P is the state transition matrix of dimension mxm 
f Pn ••• Pu^ 
P = (6) 
\Pml '" PmmJ 
and s(n) is the state vector, which is defined as the probability of the system being in 
each state at time step n. It is represented as 
s(n) = [s^n) s2(n) ... sm(n)f. (7) 
The component Sj(n) of the state vector s(n) at time n indicates the probability of finding 
the system in the state Sj at time n. As state probability vector s(n) in Equation (7) 
includes state probabilities for all possible m states in the system, we have the following 
equation: 
m 
^^.(W) = l for n = 0 ,1 ,2 . . . (8) 
State transition matrix P in Equation (6) gives a great insight about the behavior of a 
Markov chain. As all the elements of P represent state transition probabilities, it is a real 
and nonnegative matrix. Since, the columns of P matrix represent transitions out of a 
given state, the sum of each column is one as it includes all the possible transitions out of 




where, py represents the transition probability from state j to state i. The columns of P 
matrix represent the present state, whereas the rows represent the next state of the system. 
By solving linear Equations (5) and (8), we can find steady state probabilities of the 
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system. An alternative approach of solving Equations (5) and (8) by using Eigenvectors 
and Eigen values is given in [53] and [61]. 
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2.4 Overview of OMNeT++ simulator 
OMNeT++ is an extensible, modular, component-based C++ simulation library and 
framework [63], [64], [79] and [81]. It stands for Objective Modular Network Testbed in 
C++. It is an object-oriented discrete event network simulation tool. It is useful for 
protocol modeling, computer networks and traffic modeling, modeling queuing systems, 
validating hardware architectures, and modeling multi-processors and other distributed 
systems. In general, any system in which the discrete event approach is suitable, can be 
modeled using OMNeT++. OMNeT++ works well on Linux and Windows platforms. 
Component ofOMNeT++ 
1. Simulation kernel library. 
2. Compiler for the NED topology description language (nedc). 
3. Graphical network editor for NED files (GNED). 
4. GUI for simulation execution (Tkenv). 
5. Command-line user interface for simulation execution (Cmdenv). 
6. Graphical output vector plotting tool (Plove). 
7. Utilities such as random number seed generation tool, makefile creation tools. 
8. Documentation, sample simulations, contributed material, etc.. 
The basic entity in OMNeT++ is a module, which can be composed of submodules or 
atomic. An OMNeT++ model contains hierarchically nested modules. Modules 
communicate by passing messages to each other through gates. Gates are linked to each 
other using connections. Propagation delay, error rate and data rate can be assigned to a 
connection. Gates in OMNeT++ support only one-to-one communication. A model 
network in OMNeT++ consists of nodes connected by links. The nodes represent blocks, 
entities, modules, etc., whereas the links represent channels, connections, etc.. The 
structure of nodes in a network interconnected together is called topology. 
OMNeT++ uses NED language, which is quite user friendly. It has a human-readable 
textual topology. NED files can be created using the GNED graphical editor or any other 
text editor. 
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Modular description of a network is given in NED language. A network description can 
contain import statements, channel definitions, simple and compound module 
declarations, and network definitions. The simple and compound modules of one network 
description can be reused in another network description. 
Messages are used to convey information from a module in a simulation to itself in the 
future, or to other modules. Messages can represent packets or frames in a computer 
network, and jobs or customers in a queuing network etc. in an actual simulation. Various 
message types can be defined in OMNeT++. A message definition can contain complex 
data structures. Message definitions are translated into C++ classes during compilation 
process. 
User interfaces 
OMNeT++ 's design allows access to the internal workings of the model. It also allows 
the user to initiate and to terminate simulations, as well as to change variables inside a 
simulation model. These features increase flexibility during the development and 
debugging phase of the modules. The User interface of OMNeT++ is used with the 
simulation execution. The interaction of the user interface and the simulation kernel is 
done through well defined interfaces. It is possible to implement several types of user 
interfaces without changing the simulation kernel. Additionally, a simulation model can 
run under different interfaces without modifying the source code of the simulation. In 
general, the user can test and debug the simulation with a graphical user interface, and 
finally run the simulation with a fast command-line user interface that supports batch 
execution. 
OMNeT++ has two user interfaces. 
a) Tkenv: Tk-based graphical user interface. 
b) Cmdenv: command-line user interface for batch execution. 
Tkenv is a portable graphical user interface, which is used for tracing, debugging, and 
simulation execution. It provides a detailed view of the state of the simulation at any 
point during the execution. Thus, Tkenv is very useful in the development stage of a 
simulation or for presentations. Tkenv can be used with the GNU debugger (gdb) to 
provide a good environment for experimenting with the model, and the verification of the 
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correct operation during the execuation of the program. It is possible to display 
simulation results during execution. 
Tkenv has the following features. 
1. Event-by-event execution. 
2. Breakpoint insertion. 
3. Animated message flow. 
4. Animated execution. 
5. Inspector windows to examine the objects and variables. 
6. A separate window for each module's text output. 
7. Graphical display of simulation results during execution. 
8. Restarting a simulation. 
Cmdenv is a fast and portable command line interface. It is designed primarily for batch 
execution. It compiles and runs on all platforms. Cmdenv executes simulation runs 
described in a configuration file. If one run stops with an error message, then subsequent 
ones will still be executed. The simulation runs to be executed can be passed to Cmdenv 
via command-line argument or through an "ini" file. 
Cmdenv can be executed in the following two modes. 
a) Normal mode: It is useful for debugging in textual format. In this mode, detailed 
information such as event banners and module's output etc. is written to the standard 
output or a file. 
b) Express mode: This mode is useful for long simulation runs. In this mode, only 
periodical status update is displayed about the progress of the simulation. 
2.5 Summary of the chapter 
This chapter presents a study of existing real-time MAC protocols for WSNs. Table 2.1 
summaries the comparative study of real-time and other related MAC layer protocols for 
WSNs. This chapter also provides a brief overview of Markov analysis that is pertinent to 
RT-MAC protocol presented in this thesis. An overview of OMNeT++ network simulator 
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is also presented in this chapter. It is used for the simulation study of the protocol 
presented in this thesis. 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Chapter 3: RT-MAC Protocol in Single-Stream 
Scenario 
This chapter presents the RT-MAC protocol in a single-stream scenario. Section 3.1 
presents the analysis of challenges involved in the design of RT-MAC protocol. Section 
3.2 presents assumptions and description of RT-MAC protocol design. Section 3.3 
presents the detailed operation of the protocol. Collision avoidance strategies in the RT-
MAC are presented in Section 3.4. 
3.1 Problem Analysis 
S-MAC is selected for development of RT-MAC primarily because it supports data 
transmissions between an arbitrary source and a sink node pair in a randomly deployed 
WSN. As mentioned earlier in Subsection 2.1.1, S-MAC is not suitable for real-time 
WSN applications since carrier sense, contention, and back-off process prior to medium 
access make it unpredictable as to which node would finally get medium access first. The 
removal of this unpredictability of S-MAC is important in providing the end-to-end delay 
guarantees in real-time communication. Thus, the first major change made in S-MAC to 
enable real-time operation in RT-MAC is the introduction of a feedback mechanism in 
the medium access strategy with a control signal, called Clear Channel (CC). In addition 
to CC, three more control signals are added to S-MAC to provide fault tolerance. These 
are CC Acknowledgment (CCACK), CC Query (CCQ), and CCQ Reply (CCQR). 
However, CC is the most frequently used control signal in RT-MAC. Figure 3.1 shows 
the frame structure of S-MAC protocol, which needs large contention duration to resolve 
the medium access problem. However, the feedback mechanism used in RT-MAC does 
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Figure 3.1: Frame structure in S-MAC 
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Figure 3.2: Frame structure in RT-MAC protocols 
major change made in S-MAC is the removal of large carrier sense duration (which is 
typically 3 to 5 times larger than the duration of a typical control packet) prior to request 
to send (RTS) transmission. This modification reduces the end-to-end delay significantly 
since carrier sense in S-MAC needs the carrier sense duration prior to every data 
transmission regardless of whether the transmission is successful or not. All control 
packets in RT-MAC (including RTS) have roughly the same duration. 
Figure 3.2 shows the frame structure in RT-MAC protocol. The third change made in S-
MAC is about duty cycle, which is made variable during run time in RT-MAC. The 
variable duty cycle ensures to accommodate variations in load in WSNs. Only adaptive 
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Figure 3.3: False blocking in single-stream scenario in RTS/CTS 
handshake based wireless MAC protocols. 
listening mode of S-MAC is used for development of RT-MAC as it reduces end-to-end 
delay in data transmission particularly at low duty cycle mode of protocol. 
Contention based MAC protocols for WSNs use RTS/CTS handshake mechanism to 
avoid hidden node problem [32] and [50]. However, Ray et al. in [49] and Ray and 
Starobinski in [51] suggested that RTS/CTS exchange mechanism potentially and falsely 
blocks the nodes which otherwise may have simultaneous collision free transmissions. 
The false blocking problem occurs due to unsuccessful attempts of RTS transmission by 
the neighboring nodes. This problem does not only reduce the network throughput, but 
also results in inconsistent and unpredictable data packet transmission pattern, which in 
turn makes impossible to define delay deadlines for real-time WSN applications. 
Figure 3.3 explains the false blocking problem in a single-stream communication in 
WSNs. At the instant ti, RTS control packet is sent from N5 to N6 to initiate transmission 
of a data packet P0. This RTS is overheard by N4. Consequently, N4 goes into sleep mode 
for duration of one data transfer cycle. Meantime, N3 sends RTS (for data packet PI) to 
N4 at the instant 12 with U+Tc < t2 < h+Tx, where Tx and Tc represent durations for data 
and control packet transmissions by one hop, respectively. As N4 is in sleep mode, 
therefore, it will not respond to RTS request from N3. However, this RTS request from N3 
is overheard by N2 that goes to sleep mode for one data transfer duration, irrespective of 
the fact that there will not be any data transfer between N3 and N4 as N4 is in sleep mode. 
Thus, in this scenario, N2 is the falsely blocked node. Meantime, if Ni sends RTS (for 
data packet P2) to N2 at the instant t3 with t2+7c < t3 < h+Tx, then Ni will not get any 
reply as N2 is sleeping in this duration. 
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References [49] and [51] propose an RTS validation approach to deal with the false 
blocking problem. The RTS validation approach minimizes false blocking, thus it 
increases throughput of the network. However, the data transmission pattern still remains 
inconsistent and unpredictable in this approach. Li et al. in [38] and [39] propose 
centralized scheduling algorithms at MAC layer to avoid false blocking problem in soft 
real-time mobile multi-hop WSNs. The proposed centralized scheduler needs up-to-date 
global positioning information of sensor nodes. However, RT-MAC, presented in this 
thesis, removes false blocking problem completely. Thus, not only RT-MAC improves 
network throughput performance, but also it provides consistent and predictable data 
transmission pattern, which make the protocol suitable for real-time WSN applications. 
The RT-MAC deals with false blocking problem in a distributed manner. Additionally, 
by removing false blocking problem, the RT-MAC ensures maximum possible spatial 
channel reutilization by guarantying simultaneous collision free data packet transmissions 
if they are separated by four hops. This is another reason for lower end-to-end delay in 
RT-MAC. Exact mechanism behind the false blocking avoidance in RT-MAC is 
discussed in Section 3.3. 
3.2 Protocol description 
RT-MAC is designed for single channel radio sensor nodes with similar transmission 
power. It is designed for static sensor nodes. Any node can be a source or sink node in the 
WSN. RT-MAC does not need any global knowledge of positioning of wireless sensor 
nodes. Medium access decisions are made on relative hop distances. RT-MAC is a 
distributed and scalable real-time MAC protocol. Scalablity is provided because medium 
access decisions in RT-MAC only requires a maximum of six hops. The feedback based 
medium access strategy of RT-MAC facilitates controlled flow of data packets. Thus, the 
data packet transmission pattern is consistent and ordered delivery of data packets to the 
destination is guaranteed. Those increase the predictability of the end-to-end delay. 
Additionally, maximum spatial channel reuse and reduced carrier sense duration help to 
minimize the end-to-end delay in RT-MAC. There are no collisions between the data 
packets in RT-MAC due to its feedback mechanism. However, there are some rare 
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Figure 3.4: Communication pattern in RT-MAC 
chances of collision between a data packet and a CC control packet. RT-MAC 
implements some strategies to avoid such collisions, as discussed in Section 3.4. RT-
MAC is a load balanced protocol wherein the number of transmissions remains stable 
throughout a data packet stream. 
3.3 Functioning of Protocol 
Figure 3.4 shows the communication pattern of a data packet stream in RT-MAC. No 
node initiates a data packet (PI in this case) transmission with its one hop neighbor Ni by 
sending the RTS control packet. Ni responds by sending CTS to No; however, this CTS is 
also overheard by N2. Thus, there is an active exchange of RTS, CTS, DATA and ACK 
between No and Ni. Therefore, it is called an active hop. However, the next hop between 
Ni and N2 overhears communication between No and Ni passively; hence, it is called a 
passive hop. Now, if we leave one hop between N2 and N3 as a buffer hop, then there is a 
possibility of another data packet (PO in this case) transmission between the N4 and N5 
nodes that will not interfere with Pi 's transmission. Therefore, the buffer hop ensures 
simultaneous collision free transmission of PO and PI. This active-passive-buffer-
passive-active hop pattern is repeated throughout a communication stream that facilitates 
several simultaneous data packet transmissions from the nodes separated from each other 
by at least four hops (i.e., No and N4 in Figure 3.4). This communication pattern also 
prevents false blocking of any node, which is primarily caused by unsuccessful 
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transmissions that are not four hops apart. Thus, RT-MAC ensures maximum possible 
spatial channel reutilization. 
There are three variables that control functioning of RT-MAC protocol. 
a) Clear Channel Flag (CCF): Each node has a CCF Boolean variable. The idea 
behind CCF is to let a node know whether it is in receive or transmit, or in receive only 
modes. If CCF is 1, then the node can transmit or receive a data packet, whereas if CCF 
is 0, then the node can only receive data packets. A node can transmit or receive a CC 
control packet irrespective of its CCF value. Initially, all nodes have a CCF value of 1. 
The CC control packet is used to toggle an appropriate CCF value of the nodes. 
b) Clear Channel Counter (CCC): Every CC control packet has a CCC integer variable 
whose value ranges between 0 and 3. The value of CCC is 3 at the originating node of 
CC and is decreased by one with one hop transmission of CC. CC is always transmitted 
from sink to source direction. Thus, CCC is used to set the appropriate CCF value of a 
node. If the node has a CC control packet with its CCC as 2 or 3, then the CCF value of 
that node will be "0". However, if a node receives a CC with CCC as 0 or 1, then the 
CCF value of that node will be switched to " 1 " , which enables node to initiate a data 
packet transmission. 
c) Hop Counter (HC): Each data packet has an HC integer variable. As the data packet 
travels, its HC value varies from 4 to 0 for the first four hops of a communication stream 
and from 2 to 0 for all subsequent two hop segments of the communication stream. If a 
node receives a data packet with an HC value of 1, then it can initiate a CC transmission. 
Once a node receives a data packet with an HC value of 0, then it resets the value of HC 
to 2 again and waits for 27c duration prior to forwarding the data packet, where Tc 
represents control packet duration. 
The operation of RT-MAC is illustrated by Figures 3.5 to 3.8. Figure 3.5 shows the data 
and CC packet transmission pattern in a continuously ON mode of operation (i.e., without 
duty cycle). Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show timing diagram of packet transfer in RT-MAC 
without duty cycle mode of operation, and Figure 3.8 shows the same with duty cycle 
mode of operation. In the duty cycle mode of operation, RT-MAC follows the frame 
synchronization mechanism of S-MAC protocol. Thus, it keeps some duration reserved at 
the beginning of each frame for synchronization as shown in Figure 3.8. In Figure 3.6, No 
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Figure 3.5: Data packet and Clear Channel (CC) transmission pattern with feedback 
approach in single-stream scenario in the continuous ON mode of sensor nodes (time 
scale is not linear). 
is a source node and Nio is a sink node. 
At first, No has several data packets to send to Nio. Now, No sends RTS to Ni. Ni 
responds with CTS. Then, No sends data packet PO to Ni. After receiving PO, Ni sends 
ACK to No. This completes one data transfer cycle by one hop. As shown in Figure 3.6, 
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packet is denoted as Tc. After getting ACK, No sets its CCF value to 0; hence, it cannot 
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Tx durations, PO is transmitted up to N4 and CCF of Ni, N2 and N3 becomes 0 as shown 
in Table 3.1. At No, the value of HC of PO was 4 and it is decreased by one each time PO 
is transmitted successfully by one hop. Once PO reaches N4, its HC becomes 0. Then, N4 
sets HC of PO to 2, which will become 0 again after the next 2 hops transmission. It is 
observed that HC of a data packet becomes 0 only at the even numbered nodes with 
respect to the source node. Therefore, their immediate previous hop nodes, which are odd 
numbered nodes with respect to the source, will initiate CC transmissions. From this 
point onward, even and odd numbered nodes with respect to the source node will be 
referred to as even numbered and odd numbered nodes, respectively. 
Now, after successful transmission of ACK to N3, N4 waits for 27c duration prior to 
forwarding PO to N5. This waiting period prevents collision between CC originating from 
N3 and data packet transmission originating from N4. For example, if N4 initiates an RTS 
transmission during the first Tc after sending ACK to N3, then this RTS will collide with 
the CC transmission from N3 to N2. Additionally, even if N4 tries to transmit RTS in the 
second Tc duration after sending ACK to N3, then N3 will experience a collision with 
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RTS coming from N4 and overheard CC from N2. Therefore, N3 will not have an implicit 
acknowledgement of CC sent to N2 in the first Tc duration after receiving ACK from N4. 
Hence, it will try to retransmit CC to N2 node, which will cause a collision at N4 with 
incoming CTS from N5. Thus, the waiting period for 27c ensures collision free 
transmission of PO to N5. The same is true for all later nodes where HC of a data packet 
becomes 0. In the meantime, after receiving ACK from N4, N3 sends CC with its CCC as 
3 to N2 in the first Tc duration. N2 decrements value of CCC by one upon successful 
reception of CC. In the second Tc duration, N2 forwards CC with its CCC as 2 to Ni. This 
CC is overheard by N3, which acts as implicit acknowledgement for N3 that N2 has 
received CC successfully. Therefore, in general, explicit acknowledgement of CC 
transmission is not required. In the third Tc duration, Ni forwards CC with its CCC as 1 
to No and sets its own CCF to 1. Thus, after getting CC from Ni, No decrements the value 
of CCC of CC to 0 and also sets its own CCF to 1. Then, No sends RTS for new data 
packet Pi to Ni. This RTS also serves as implicit acknowledgement to Ni that its earlier 
CC transmission to No was successful. Hence, No can transmit PI to Ni in one Tx 
duration and after that, Ni can also forward PI to N2 in subsequent Tx duration. However, 
N2 cannot forward PI further as its CCF value is 0 since it has to wait for the next CC 
packet originating from N5. Here, N5 will generate a new CC only after it receives ACK 
from N6, which Ng will send to N5 after successful reception of P0. Thus, with the 
exception of the initial 4 hops, the whole communication stream is divided into segments 
of two hops with respect to the source node. As the last segment may have one or two 
hops, the node just before the sink will initiate CC transmission. 
In addition to CC, RT-MAC has three more control packets. These are CCACK, CCQ 
and CCQR. CCACK is needed for the case where implicit acknowledgement does not 
work. It usually happens when the data packet arrival interval is large. For example, 
referring to Figure 3.7, if Ni forwards CC to No and if No does not have any data packet 
to transfer to Ni, then implicit acknowledgement of CC by RTS for a new data packet 
from No is not possible. Thus, N0 must send CCACK explicitly to Ni, or else it will keep 
on transmitting duplicate copies of CC to Ni. CCQ is used for querying status of the CC 
control packet and CCQR is used to respond to this query. CCQ is needed when the 
expected CC control packet does not arrive on time to a node. The next section presents 
delay bounds in RT-MAC protocol. 
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3.4 Collision avoidance on RT-MAC 
In RT-MAC, there is no collision between data packet of a stream because two 
consecutive data packets are separated by 4 hops due to feedback mechanism. However, 
there could be a collision between backward traveling CC control packet and forward 
traveling data packet. In order to avoid such collision, RT-MAC gives preference to data 
packet transmission over the CC transmission. This preference is needed to avoid a 
collision between a data packet traveling towards the sink and a CC traveling towards the 
source. This is ensured by the following two rules of the protocol. 
1) RT-MAC gives preference to data packet transmission over the CC transmission. 
2) There has to be some optimum wait duration prior to CC retransmission after a 
collision to avoid any further collision as well as to avoid any undesired delay in CC 
retransmission. 
The first rule is insured by introducing the following two functionalities in the protocol. 
First, CC has relatively large carrier sense duration than other control packets. Second, 
the first hop neighbor (towards the sink) of the node under consideration waits for one Tc 
duration prior to initiating a CC transmission at the beginning of a frame. The reason 
behind these functionalities is as follows. Suppose the node under consideration is the nth 
even numbered node. Now, in the first Tc duration at the beginning of a frame, if the n-\th 
node initiates a packet transmission by sending RTS to the nth node, and the n+\th node 
also sends CC to the n' node, then there will be collision in the n' node. However, if the 
n+lth waits for one Tc duration prior to initiating a transmission, then RTS from the n-l'h 
node will reach successfully to the rih node. Thus, in the second Tc duration, the rih node 
wants to send CTS and the n+lth node wants to send CC. Now, if carrier sense duration of 
CC is large as compared to CTS's carrier sense duration, then the nh node will win the 
contention and will start transmission of CTS. On hearing CTS from the n node, the 
n+lth node suspends transmission of CC and goes to sleep mode till the end of ongoing 
data packet transmission. Thus, wait period prior to initiating CC transmission for the 
first time avoids collision. However, if a collision still happens between a data packet 
traveling towards the sink and a CC traveling towards the source due to some fault, then a 
waiting period is needed prior to CC retransmission to avoid further collisions. For 
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example, in the first Tc duration at the beginning of a frame, if the n-2th node sends RTS 
to the n-\th node and the n+lth node waits (as per the first functionality discussed above) 
in this Tc duration even though it has CC to transmit to the nth node. In the second Tc 
duration, there could be a harmful collision at the n'h node due to overheard CTS 
originating from the n+\th node (intended for the n-2'h node) and CC originating from the 
n+\th node (intended for the n,h node). As collision always happens at the receiving node 
only that hears two of more incoming transmissions, neighboring nodes are not aware of 
collision at nth node. Hence, in the third Tc duration, the n-\th and the n-2'h nodes will 
continue as usual in their data transfer cycle, whereas the n+lth node will expect 
acknowledgement from the nth node for its CC transmission. Now, if the n+\th node does 
not wait and retransmits CC to the nth node in the fourth Tc duration, then the nth node 
receives this CC and sends an explicit CCACK to the n+\th node in the fifth Tc duration. 
This CCACK will further cause collision at the n-\th node, which causes disruption of 
data transfer cycle between the n-\th and the n-2th nodes. To avoid such a situation, if the 
n+lth node waits for Td+Tc(ACK)+Tc(W) = Td+2Tc prior to retransmitting CC, then it 
will allow completion of ongoing data transfer cycle between the n-\th and n-2th even 
numbered node. Here, Td is data packet duration in a data transfer cycle of duration Tx. 
This situation is represented by the first row entry of Table 3.2. However, if n+\th node 
waits longer than Td+2Tc, then it will unnecessarily increase the end-to-end delay. Thus, 
the second rule for collision avoidance in RT-MAC is useful to address such 
requirements as it recommends optimum wait duration prior to CC retransmission after a 
collision to avoid any further collisions as well as to avoid any undesired delay in CC 
retransmission. The optimum wait period prior to CC transmission is given in Table 3.2. 
The first column of this table shows hop distance between originating node of CC and the 
node under consideration (the nth even numbered node). RTS„, CTS„, DATA„, ACK„ and 
CC„ represent that these control and data packets are originated from the nth node. 
{(ACKn & CCn+2)—>X} represents a collision at the n+\
th odd numbered node due to 
ACK originating from the nth node and CC originating from the n+2th node. Tc(RTS), 
Tc(CTS), Tc(ACK), Tc(W) represent that the duration of RTS, CTS, ACK and wait period 
by CC is Tc. CCn+i(iange sense) represents that there is a large carrier sense duration prior to 
CC transmission from the n-Vh node. 
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(RTSn.2 & Tcn+1(W)) + 
{ ( C T S n . 1 & C C w l ) - X } 
(RTSn.! & Tcn+1(W)) + 
| l ^ I o n OL. v^^n+l(lange sense)/ 
(RTSn.2 & CCn+2) + 
{(crsn.1&ccWI)-x} 
(RTSn_, & CCn+2) + 
1 v^ 1 o n oc v^^n+l(lange sense) J 
(RTS„2 & CCn+3) + 
(CTSn.! & CCn+2) + 
^*-n+l( lange sense) 




{Large carrier sense before 
the second attempt of CC 
transmission is needed. It's 
optional in the first 
attempt.} 
[Tc(CTS)+Td+Tc(ACK)+ 
Tc(W)] = Td+3Tc 
{Large carrier sense before 
the first attempt of CC 
transmission is needed. It 







{Large carrier sense before 
the first attempt of CC 
transmission is needed. No 
large carrier sense carrier 
before the second 
attempt.} 
[{Td+Tc(ACK)+Tc(W)J -
Tc] = Td+Tc 








{No large carrier sense is 
needed before the first attempt 
of CC transmission. It is 




(RTSn , & CCn+3) + 
{(CTS n&CC n + 2 )^X} 
or 
(DATA,,, & CCn+3) + 
{(ACK n &CC n + 2 )^X} 
[Td+Tc(ACK)] = Td+Tc 
{This is applicable if CC 
transmission starts in the 
beginning of a frame } 
or 
Tc(W) = Tc 
{This is applicable if CC 
transmission starts in the 
middle of a frame } 
3.5 Summary of the chapter 
This chapter presents RT-MAC protocol in the single-stream scenario. It explains the 
functioning of RT-MAC protocol using timing diagrams. There is no collision between 
data packets of a stream in RT-MAC. However, there is some possibility of collision 
between backward traveling CC control packet and forward traveling data packet. In 
order to avoid such collision, this chapter also presents the optimum wait periods prior to 
CC transmission for various scenarios. 
The next chapter presents delay bound analysis in normal mode of operations of RT-
MAC protocol in the single-stream scenario. 
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Chapter 4: Delay Bound Analysis in normal 
mode of operation of RT-MAC protocol 
This chapter presents the delay bound analysis in normal mode of operation of RT-MAC 
protocol in single-stream scenario. In the normal mode, no fault condition is considered 
in the network. As this chapter analyzes delay bounds for single-stream scenario, we will 
refer here the timing diagrams of packet transfer as shown in Figures 3.6 to 3.8 of 
Chapter 3. In these figures, TAI represents the data packet arrival interval at the MAC 
layer of the source node. It depends upon the sampling interval of a sensor node. Tsi 
represents the duration between the start of two consecutive data packet transmissions at 
the source node. It depends upon the medium access strategy of the protocol. As shown 
in Figure 3.6, for TAI < 4Tx+5Tc, two consecutive data packet transmissions that are 
separated by 4 hops (i.e., at least by Tsi - 4Tx+5Tc duration) ensure collision free 
transmission. In fact, if 4Tx+5Tc <TAI< 6TX+STC, then there is still some possibility of a 
collision between CC originating from N5 (and traveling to N2) with data packet 
transmission between Ni and N2. Hence, in the case of TAi < 6Tx + 87c, the 
communication stream is considered as not being in a settled state. This case shows the 
behavior of RT-MAC under high load conditions. However, referring to Figure 3.7, TAI > 
6Tx + 87c ensures a greater than 6 hop separation between two consecutive data packet 
transmissions. In this case, the next data packet transmission can immediately be initiated 
by a node because CC from later hops has already reached this node and sets up the node 
in transmission mode. Thus, the communication stream is considered as being in a settled 
state in the sense that a newly arrived data packet at the source will travel towards the 
sink without being affected by the previous data packets. This chapter presents delay 
bound for the following six conditions. 
A) Delay bound without duty cycle (i.e., continuously ON) mode of operation of RT-
MAC with hop separation < 6. 
B) Delay bound without duty cycle mode of operation of RT-MAC with hop 
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separation > 6. 
C) Upper delay bound in duty cycle (periodic sleep/listen schedule) mode of operation 
with hop separation < 6. 
D) Upper delay bound in duty cycle mode of operation of RT-MAC with hop 
separation > 6. 
E) Lower delay bound in duty cycle mode of operation of RT-MAC with hop 
separation < 6. 
F) Lower delay bound in duty cycle mode of operation of RT-MAC with hop 
separation > 6. 
Tv{m,ri) denotes end-to-end delay (also referred to as packet transfer delay) for the m'h 
data packet over n hops. To(m,n) consists of two parts: (1) offset delay and (2) packet 
transmission delay. The offset delay, denoted by a, is the time that mth packet waits for 
transmission of the previous m-\th data packets. The second part is the time taken by the 
mth data packet to travel over n hops. Once transmission of the mth data packet is started, 
it essentially takes the same time as that of the first data packet (i.e., TD(l,n)) in the 
communication stream. Thus, To(l,n) calculation is useful for event driven applications, 
whereas TD(m,n) is more relevant to periodic WSN applications. 
4.1 End-to-end delay bound without duty cycle mode of 
operation of RT-MAC with hop separation < 6 
Time taken by the first data packet to reach from the source to the destination, TD(l,n), 
can be calculated by using the transmission pattern shown in Figure 3.6. From this figure, 
it is evident that there is a waiting period of 27c after every two hops packet transmission 
time. As there is no offset delay for the first data packet, its end-to-end delay is the same 
as its packet transmission delay. Thus, TD(\,ri) is given as 
m 
TD (1, n) = 2Tx+ J^(2Tc+ 2Tx) for even n, i.e., 




TD(l,n)= ^(2Tx + 2Tc) + Tx for odd n, i.e., 
(=1 
TD( 1 ,n) = nTx + (n-\)Tc for odd n. (2) 
As shown in Figure 3.6, for TAi < 47x+57c, the start of the second data packet is delayed 
by an offset duration of Tsi - 4Tx+5Tc. Therefore, the end-to-end delay for the second 
data packet is given as 
TD(2,n) = TSi+TD(l,ri), i.e., 
TD(2,n) = [4Tx+5Tc] + TD(l,n). 
Similarly, the end-to-end delay for the mh data packet is given as 
TD(m,n) = a + TD(\,n), 
TD{m,n) = (m-l)[ Tsi\ + TD(l,n), 
TD(m,n) = (m-l)[4Tx+5Tc] + 7/>(l,n), i.e., 
TD(m,n) = [4(m-l)+n]Tx + [5(m-l)+(n-2)]Tc for even n (3) 
and 
TD(m,n) = [4(m-l)+n]Tx + [5(/n-l)+(/i-l)]7c for odd n. (4) 
4.2 End-to-end delay bound without duty cycle mode of 
operation of RT-MAC with hop separation > 6 
The method of calculating packet transmission delay for the hop separation > 6 is similar 
to the one used in Section 4.1. However, in the case of offset delay calculation, 7s/ is 
equal to the actual data packet arrival interval TAI at the source node for TAI > 6Tx + 8Tc, 
as shown in Figure 3.7. Thus, Tn(m,ri) is given as 
TD(m,n) - a + TD(\,ri), i.e., 
TD(m,n) - (m-l)[ TAI] + TD(l,n). 
Referring to TD(l,n) from (1) and (2), TD(m,n) is given as 
TD(m,n) = (m-l)[ TAI] + nTx + (n-2)Tc for even n (5) 
and 
TD(m,n) = (m-l)[ TAi] + nTx + (n-l)Tc for odd n. (6) 
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4.3 Upper limit of end-to-end delay in duty cycle mode of 
operation of RT-MAC for hop separation < 6 
As shown in Figure 3.8, a data packet can travel one or more hops in a given frame 
duration 7} depending upon the ON duration, Tu, of sensor nodes. Thus, in order to find 
Upper limit 
1H=1 i 
3 7 c / 
Lower limit 
(rjH "=1 or 2 or 3) 
Range of ON duration Ty that guarantees at 
least r)ff number of hops transmission per frame 
'•Tx+3 Tc 2 Tx+6 Tc 3Tx+6Tc 4Tx+9Tc 
• 
K- ON duration 7}/ 




One frame duration 7} 
Figure 4.1: Dividing ON duration into Range of durations that ensure at least a given number of 
hops transmissions per frame (?/#) (Time scale is not linear). 
the end-to-end delay bound, we need to find the number of hops, denoted by tjn, that a 
data packet can travel during the frame time with a given ON duration (i.e., for a given 
duty cycle). That is why tjn is an important parameter as it gives a range of Tu,which 
guarantees r\n number of hops transmission per frame. Now, in view of the 
communication pattern of RT-MAC, we will divide Tu into various contiguous ranges 
that ensure a given rjn as shown in Figure 4.1. The methodology of dividing Tu into 
various contiguous ranges is explained here. 
In RT-MAC, one complete data transfer cycle is possible if two neighboring nodes, say 
Ni and N2, are ON at least for one Tc duration as shown in the first frame 7}; in Figure 
4.2. In this case, No sends RTS to Ni and waits for CTS from N\ for one more Tc 
duration. Then, Ni replies with CTS and thus, both No and Ni will remain ON till 
completion of one data cycle. This figure also justifies that RT-MAC is capable of 
working at a much lower duty cycle {Tu = Tc) than other contention based protocols such 
as S-MAC and T-MAC protocols, which have large carrier sense duration prior to RTS 
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transmission. 
As explained in Section 3.2, the even numbered nodes wait for 27c duration prior to 
forwarding a data packet further. Now, if two neighboring nodes, for example N2 and N3 
in Figure 4.3 are ON for just 27c duration at the beginning of a frame, then no data 
transfer is possible as both nodes will go into sleep mode after 27c duration. 
However, if both No and Ni are ON for 37c duration as shown in the fourth frame 7}̂  in 
Figure 4.4, then Ni can send CC to N0 in the third Tc duration and waits for 
acknowledgement of this CC for one more Tc duration. Then, No responds to CC by 
sending RTS for a data packet to Ni in the next Tc duration, after which N5 responds with 
CTS; and thus both No and Ni do not go into sleep mode until the end of this data packet 
transfer. Therefore, the minimum ON duration that guarantees at least one data transfer 
cycle per frame (i.e., rjH = 1 hop/frame) is 37c. This is shown by the first row entry of 
Table 4.1 for rjH =1. Here, as shown the first and third frame in Figure 4.4, the data 
transfer by more than one hop is possible in 37c ON duration due to adaptive listening 
[71] and [72]. However, as odd numbered nodes do not need to wait for 27c duration 
prior to data transmission, therefore, one Tc duration will ensure one data transfer cycle. 
This is presented by the second row entry of Table 4.1 for rjH =1. 















Packet transmission pattern for minimum ON duration that 
guarantees at least t]H number of data transfer cycle per frame for 
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Figure 4.2: Timing diagram with Ty = Tc (more precisely Tc<Ty<2 Tc) in RT-MAC protocol 
with periodic sleeping (2 Tc wait duration needed at N2 will take the third and fourth frame. It is 
not shown here to fit the figure horizontally in the available space). 
In Table 4.1, Tc-+Tx(R) represents that one complete data transfer cycle is possible if two 
neighboring nodes are ON at least one Tc duration so that the receiving node can receive 
RTS successfully from the sending node. Tc-+Tx(CC-R) represents that though nodes are 
ON for one Tc duration, still one packet transfer cycle is completed by sending RTS in 
response to CC packet. Tc-^Tx(COH) represents that one data transfer cycle is possible 
between one and two hop neighbors of a sending node if they are awake for 2 Tc duration. 
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hop neighbor to the sending node); hence it wakes up at the end of data packet 
transmission between the sending node and the one hop neighbor. This phenomenon is 
called adaptive listening as discussed in S-MAC. Thus, Tc—>Tx(COH) transmission 
pattern is always preceded by Tc—>Tx(R) transmission pattern. Here, COH stands for the 
overheard CTS control packet. 
Now, if we take the maximum of two possible values of Tv for any tjH from the fourth 
column of Table 4.1, then this will be the minimum required ON duration Tv, which will 
ensure, irrespective of the starting node, a data packet transfer in the beginning of a frame 
for a particular r\n- Thus, the minimum of 37c ON duration is needed to ensure at least for 
r/H - 1. The same explanation applies to other entries of Table 4.1 . Carrying out analysis 
similar to above, it is found that Tv = Tx+3Tc ensures rjH = 2 hops/frame, Tv = 2Tx+6Tc 
ensures rjH - 3 hops/frame, Tu = 3Tx+6Tc ensures rjH = 4 hops/frame, and so on. 
Therefore, the range of Tv for a given rjH can be given as 
3Tc<Tu < Tx+3Tc forr/H=l, (7a) 
2Tx+6Tc <TV < 3Tx+6Tc for rj„ = 3, (7b) 
4Tx+9Tc <Tu < 5Tx+9Tc for rjH = 5, (7c) 
(rjH-l)Tx+{3(tjH+l)/2}Tc <TV < rjHTx+{3{r,H+l)l2}Tc 
for rjH = 1, 3, 5, 7, .. upto n). (7d) 
Similarly, for even rjH, the range of Tv can be given as 
Tx+3 Tc <Tu < 2Tx+6Tc for rjH = 2, (8a) 
3 Tx+6Tc <TV < 4Tx+9Tc for tjH = 4, (8b) 
5Tx+9Tc<Tu <6Tx+l2Tc fort]H = 6, (8c) 
(rjH-l)Tx+(3riH/2)Tc <TV < tjHTx+{(3riH/2)+3}Tc 
for rjH - 2, 4, 6, 8, .. upto n. (8d) 
Inequalities in (7a) to (8d) are valid with the following constraint for Tv for a given frame 
duration 7}. 
Tv <Tr2Tx + 2Tc (9) 
The above constraint on Tv is due to adaptive listening. If this constraint is not met, then 
delay is not guaranteed as the ongoing transmission of a data packet at the end of ON 
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duration in the current frame, and the transmission will be terminated due to the start of 
SYNC duration of the next frame. In order to ensure a given nH, if we select ON 
duration, Tv, to the minimum possible value (i.e., the lower bound of inequalities in (7a) 
to (8d)), then we will obtain an upper limit of the end-to-end delay for that «#. 
Additionally, for a given Tx, Tc and Tu, we can find an integer value of rjH using the 
lower bound of inequalities in (7d) or (8d) (though the usage of (7d) is recommended as it 
has the larger value of Tu that accommodates both possibilities of even and odd nH). For 
example, if the total number of hops, n, is 50 and Tu is taken such that it ensures 77̂ =6 
hops per frame, then [n InH J = 8 full frames are needed by a data packet to reach the 48
th 
hop node with the remaining two hops being reached in the 9th frame. Here, |_ J is a 
floor operator. The number of hops traveled by a data packet in the last frame is 
represented by nL, which is 2 hops in the above example. Equations (1) and (2) can be 
used to calculate the packet transmission delay for nL hops in the last frame because a 
node remains continuously ON to facilitate up to nH hops packet transmission in a frame 
and tii is always less than r\n-








Tf+[nLTx + (nL-2)Tc] for even n^ (10a) 
Tf+[nLTx+(.nL-l)Tc] for odd nL, (10b) 
where, nL is mod(n, rjH) and mod represents a modulo operation. 
Referring to Figure 3.8, the minimum time interval between two consecutive data packets 
is Tsi = 4Tx+5Tc. Thus, in the case of the second data packet, an offset delay of 4 hops 
transmission time is added (to the packet transmission time), which can be considered as 
if the second data packet needs to travel by 4+n hops, instead of n hops. Therefore, the 
end-to-end delay for the second data packet is given as 
TD(2,n) = a + TD(l,n), i.e., 
(4 + n) 
W2,n) = 
VH 





Tf+[nLTx + (nL-l)Tc] for odd Aiz.., 
where, nt is mod(4+n, t]u). 
Similarly, for the m data packet, the upper limit of end-to-end delay is given as 
(4(m -1) + n) 
TD{m,n) = 
t?H 
Tf+ [ni Tx + (ni -2)Tc] 
for even YIL (Ha) 
and 
TD(m,ri) = 
(4 + n) 
Tf+[nLTx + (nL-l)Tc] 
for odd HL., ( l ib) 
where, nL is mod(4(m-l)+n, rjH). 
4.4 Upper limit for end-to-end delay in duty cycle mode of RT-
MAC for hop separation > 6 
As mentioned in Subsection 4.2, TSi is equal to TAI for TAI > 6Tx + 8Tc. Thus, the offset 
delay, a, depends upon the actual data packet arrival interval, TAI, at the source node. TAi 
is based on the sampling interval of a sensor node; thus, it is known apriori. In the 
following analysis, it is assumed that data sampling is done periodically only when a 
node is ON. Once transmission of a data packet starts from the source node, it will have 
the same packet transmission delay as the end-to-end delay of the first data packet, which 
is given by (10a) and (10b). Therefore, the next step is to find the offset delay, a, for the 
mth data packet, which is equal to (m-l )^ / . But, in order to combine a with TD(\,n), a 
needs to be represented in terms of 7}. In this regard, Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show two 
possible cases of data packet arrival patterns. In either case, the number of frames 
(denoted by a) needed for m-\ data packet transfers is given by 
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TAI =Z(TU+TU+ )+{Tu-Tm) 








Figure 4.5: Timing diagram for RT-MAC with Tu< 6Tx+8Tc < TAI 
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Figure 4.6: Timing diagram for RT-MAC with 6Tx+8Tc< TAI < Ty 
where | | is a ceiling operator. Figure 4.5 shows a case where a is greater than 1. Figure 
4.6 shows a case where a is 1. If (m-1) TAI is not fully divisible by Tu, then some portion 
of the ON duration (denoted by TRI in Figures 4.5 and 4.6) of the aA frame will also be 
available for the transmission of the mth data packet. It is given as 
TR1 = aTu-{m-\)TAI. (13) 
Thus, a is equal to a7}- TRI. The upper limit of end-to-end delay for the mth data packet 
over n hops is given by 
TD{m,n) = a + To{l,n), 
TD(m,n) = aTf- TR1 + TD(l,n), 
TD(m,n) = aTf+ [TD(l,n) - TR1\. (14) 
Using the lower bound of inequality in (7d), we try to find out the possible number of 
hops transmission (denoted hyri) of the mth data packet in TRI duration of the ath frame. 
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It is given as 
(n' -l)Tx+{3(n' +l)/2}Tc<TR1, 
n = 
TR1+Tx-l.5Tc (15) 
Tx + l.5Tc 
Now, after the ath frame, the m'h data packet still needs to travel (n -n') hops. Therefore, 
the packet transmission delay for (n -n') hops can be calculated using (10a) and (10b). 
Hence, the end-to-end delay for the mth data packet is given as 
TD(m,n) - aTf+ [TD(l,n) - TR1 ], 
TD(m,n) = aT/+ [TD(l, n -n')], i.e., 






Tf + [nL Tx + (nL -2)Tc] 
for even nL (16a) 
a + n-n 
nH 
Tf + [nL Tx + (riL -l)Tc] 
for odd rit, (16b) 
where, riL is mod((n -n'), r\u )• 
4.5 Lower limit of end-to-end delay in duty cycle mode of 
operation of RT-MAC for hop separation < 6 
In general, if ON duration is longer, then end-to-end delay is smaller. Therefore, to find 
the lower bound for the end-to-end delay, we need to take the maximum permissible ON 
duration from a specified range of Tu for a given rjH. Thus, if Tu is taken as the upper 
limit of inequalities in (7a) to (8d), then it gives the lower limit of end-to-end delay. 
Using (7a), (8a), (7b) and (8b), the upper limits of Tv that guarantee at least rjH= 1, 2, 3 
and 4 hops transmission per frame is given as 
Tv = Tx+2Tc for rjH = 1, (17a) 
Tu = 2Tx+5Tc for rj„ = 2, (17b) 
Tu = 3Tx+5Tc for rjH = 3, (17c) 
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Tv=4Tx+STc for r]H = 4. (17d) 
As Tc is the smallest ON duration that is needed for a successful transmission, the above 
equations are achieved by subtracting Tc from the lower limit of range for the next 
integer value of rjH. Calculating the lower bound of end-to-end delay of RT-MAC gives 
us a greater insight in operation of the protocol. For example, as per (7a) and (7b), Tv is 
equal to 37c, which guarantees at least rjn=l; and Tv is equal to Tx+3Tc, which 
guarantees at least rjn-2. However, if 7V is taken as Tx+2Tc, then the data packet may 
travel more than one hop per frame in some scenarios. Thus, in this subsection, we try to 
analyze all possible scenarios in RT-MAC for a Tv as given by (17a) and (17d). As 
shown in Figures 3.6 and 3.8, the same packet transmission pattern is repeated between 
No to N4 at the interval of 47JC+57C (i.e., with hop separation = 4). Because of this 4 hop 
symmetry, the lower limit of the end-to-end delay for r]H=l can be easily generalized for 
rjH = 5, 9.. .etc. The same is true of rjH - 2, 6, 10... and so on. Therefore, the lower bound 
of end-to-end delay is calculated here separately for rjH = 1, 2, 3 and 4. 
To calculate the lower limit of end-to-end delay for rjH= 1, we need to calculate the offset 
delay, a, and packet transmission delay for the current data packet for To = Tx+2Tc. The 
exact value of offset delay and packet transmission delay depends upon data packet 
transmission per frame for a given set of protocol variables (i.e., CCF, CCC and HC) and 
initial conditions (i.e., relative positions of previous data packet and CCs at the beginning 
of the current frame). A given set of values of protocol variables and initial conditions 
give rise to the concept of the state of a communication stream in a neighborhood that is 
involved in a medium access decision. One state represents a complete transmission 
pattern for the current frame. Thus, we need to find out all possible states for a valid 
combination of protocol variables and initial conditions. Thus, we construct an offset 
state table and a packet transmission state table for the current data packet transmission. 
All the state tables are constructed with the following four conditions. 
a) The current data packet transmission starts from an even numbered node. 
b) The current data packet transmission starts from an odd numbered node. 
c) The start of the current data packet transmission is delayed by 27c duration due to a 
wait duration for CC from one hop or two hop neighbor towards the sink, or to allow a 
successful transmission of CC towards the source from previous hop neighbors. 
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" * * ^ = RTS \ « ^ = CTS / \ = DATA 
^ / = ACK -• • - ' = CC , - • = c c [Overheard] 
Nn-3 Nn.2 N„.! Nn Nn+i Nn+2 Nn+3 Nn+4 Nn+5 
Duration of a CC Duration of a Duration of a CC 
transmission in this DATA transmission in this 
hop transmission in hop 
= Tcn2(CC-A) this hop = Tcn+4 
= Txn 
Figure 4.7: Description of notations used in offset delay and packet 
transmission state tables of RT-MAC 
d) The start of the current data packet transmission is delayed by 3 Tc duration due to a 
wait duration for CC from a three hop neighbor towards the sink. 
As offset delay calculation depends upon the first four hop nodes in a stream, hence, an 
offset delay state table will show transmission among No to N4 nodes. However, the 
packet transmission state table shows nodes in terms of even and odd numbered nodes 
(Neven and N0dd)- It is because of symmetry in packet transmission patterns started from 
even or odd numbered nodes anywhere in a stream. There are three types of states. 
General states occur frequently during normal operation of the protocol. Rare states occur 
occasionally during normal operation of the protocol such as the first state at the start of 
data transmission or the states that involve boundary nodes of virtual clusters of sensor 
nodes [71] and [72]. Fault states occur in a scenario such as a clock shift in sensor nodes, 
dying sensor nodes or collisions. A group of general states forms an equilibrium of states 
that keep on repeating until some fault occurs. If the protocol operates in equilibrium 
states, then the specified end-to-end delay deadline will not be missed. Tables 4.2 and 4.3 
show all the possible states in the current frame as well as expected states in the next 
frame for rjH=l with T\j = Zx+2 Tc. 
Notations used in the following analysis are shown in Figure 4.7. In this figure, the 11th 
node is referred to as "node under consideration". In general, the node under 
consideration is a node that is about to send or about to receive a data packet at the 
beginning of a frame. All other nodes and transmissions originating from them are 
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represented with respect to the node under consideration. {Tc.j(CC-A) & / \ Tci\ 
indicates that any one or both of the CC transmissions are possible simultaneously (i.e., 
without collision) in the same Tc duration as these CC transmissions are occurring 
between different pairs of nodes. Tc„(W) represents wait for Tc duration by the nth node 
prior to initiating a transmission. Txn(W) represents wait for Tx duration by the n
th node 
prior to initiating a transmission. If the ON duration available for a data packet 
transmission is Tx+Tc, then the transmission pattern is represented as Tx+Tx(R) since the 
additional Tc duration can ensure one data packet transfer cycle if the concerned nodes 
are eligible to initiate a transmission. However, if the ON duration available for data 
packet transmission is just one Tx, then the transmission pattern is represented as 
Tx+Tx(COH) since one extra hop transmission is possible due to an adaptive listening 
mechanism provided the concerned nodes are eligible to initiate a transmission. Txn(CC-
R) represents one data packet transmission done by the nth node in one Tc ON duration in 
response to CC from its one hop neighbor towards the sink. 
In Tables 4.2 and 4.3, GS, RS and FS represent general state, rare state and fault state 
respectively. Reported CC transmissions in the second column of Tables 4.2 and 4.3 do 
not overlap with the data packet transmissions in a neighborhood. 


















Wait for 27c / 
37c in the next 









(Type of current state): 
Initial conditions 
(RS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from N4 
at the beginning of current 
frame. 
(FS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from N5 






































































(FS): If CC transmission 
starts from N5 in the current 
frame. 
(FS): If CC transmission 
starts from N4 in the current 
frame. 
(FS): If CC transmission 
starts from N3 in the current 
frame. 
(FS): If CC=1 is already 
available at N2. 
(FS): If CC transmission 
starts from N3 immediately 
after the first data transfer 
cycle in the current frame. 
(RS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from Ne 
in current frame. 
(FS): If previous packet 
transmission starts from N4 
in current frame. 
(RS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from N5 
at the beginning of current 
frame followed by CC. 
(FS): If CC transmission 
starts from N5 in the current 
frame. 
(FS): If CC transmission 












Tx,+ Tc(W)+ Tc(W) 
Tx3+Tc3(CC-A)+ 
Tc2(CC-A) 








































(FS): If CC transmission 
starts from N3 in the current 
frame. 
(FS): If CC=1 is already 
available at N2. 
(RS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from N7 
at the beginning of current 
frame. 
(RS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from N4 
at the beginning of current 
frame. 
(RS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from N6 
at the beginning of current 
frame. 
(GS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from N4 
in current frame but its start 
is delayed by 37c. 
(GS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from N6 
in current frame but its start 
is delayed by 37c. 
Table 4.3: Packet Transmission delay States Detail for Tv = 7x+27c (that ensures t]H=l) and TA, < 6Tx+STc 








r\n Wait for 27c / 
37c in the next 
















{Txn & Tcn+5 & 
Tcn+4}+Txn+1(R) 
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1 ^ even 
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1 ^ even 









& Tcn+5] + 
{Tcn(CC-A) & 
Tcn+4} + Tcn+3 
= 3Tc 
{Tcn+l{CC-A) 



























(RS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from the 
fourth hop neighbor towards 
the sink at the beginning of 
the current frame. 
(FS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from the 
fifth hop neighbor towards 
the sink at the beginning of 
the current frame. 
(FS): If CC transmission 
starts in the current frame 
from its fifth hop neighbor 
towards the sink. 
(FS): If CC transmission 
starts in the current frame 
from its fourth hop neighbor 
towards the sink. 
(FS): If CC transmission 
starts in the current frame 
from its third hop neighbor 
towards the sink. 
(FS): If CC=1 is already 
available at its two hop 
neighbor. 
(FS): If CC transmission 
starts in the current frame 
from its third hop neighbor 
towards the sink 
immediately after the first 















{Txn & Tcn+4 } + {Tcn+3 & 
Tcn(CC-A)} 















{Tcn.,(CC-A) & / | ( 
7c„+2 | Tcn+I(W))} 






































(FS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from the 
third hop neighbor towards 
the sink at the beginning of 
the current frame. 
(RS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from the 
fourth hop neighbor towards 
the sink at the beginning of 
the current frame. 
(FS): If CC transmission 
starts in the current frame 
from its fourth hop neighbor 
towards the sink. 
(FS): If CC transmission 
starts in the current frame 
from its third hop neighbor 
towards the sink. 
(FS): If CC transmission 
starts in current the frame 
from its two hop neighbor 
towards the sink. 
(FS): If CC=1 is already 
available at its one hop 
neighbor. 
(RS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from the 
fourth hop neighbor towards 
the sink at the beginning of 
the current frame. 
(GS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from the 
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{Tcn2(CC-A) & / 1 
Tcn+2} + 
Tcn+1+Txn+Txn+1(COH) 
fourth hop neighbor towards 
the sink in current frame but 
its start is delayed by 37c. 
Offset delay state diagram 
r\H-
riH-
**••.. Packet transmission 
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Offset equilibrium states: [018-019] 
Packet transmission equilibrium state: 
[T151 
Figure 4.8: State diagrams for RT-MAC with fault states for Tu = Tx+2Tc (that 
ensures //#=!) and TAI< 6Tx+8Tc. 
Figure 4.8 presents the state diagrams with fault states for Tu = Tx+2Tc and TAI < 
6 Tx+8 Tc, which are constructed using the 1st, 4th and 6th columns of Tables 4.2 and 4.3. 
This figure shows that RT-MAC does not remain locked into a fault state; instead, it 
recovers from a fault state to equilibrium state in the next few frames. 
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Offset delay state diagram 
*••., Packet transmission 
*•* state diagram 
Offset equilibrium states: [07-08] 
Packet transmission equilibrium state: 
TT41 [T4] 
Figure 4.9: State diagrams for RT-MAC with Tu= Tx+2Tc (that ensures 
and TAI < 6 Tx+8 Tc. 
1H=V 
Tables 4.2 and 4.3 include fault states that are useful in analyzing the fault tolerance of 
RT-MAC protocol. However, in this subsection, we try to find out the lower limit of end-
to-end delay of RT-MAC in a normal mode of operation (without fault states). Delay 
bound analysis of RT-MAC with fault scenario is given in Chapter 5. Hence, the fault 
states 02, 03, 04, 05, 06, 07, 09, Oil, 012, 013 and 014 from Table 4.2, and T2, T3, 
T4, T5, T6, T7, T8, T10, Ti l , T12 and T13 from Table 4.3 are removed. The remaining 
states (01, 08, 010, 015, 016, 017, 018 and 019) of Table 4.2 are resequenced as 01, 
02, 03, 04, 05, 06, 07 and 08. Similarly, the remaining states (Tl, T9, T14 and T15) 
of Table 4.3 are resequenced as Tl, T2, T3 and T4. Hence, we get Tables 4.4 and 4.5 for 
the normal mode of operation of RT-MAC. In Tables 4.4 and 4.5, Tc(CC-A) is not 
mentioned in the fifth column because if a node waits for 27c or 37c durations, then 
Tc(CC-A) is taken care of in that duration. Using Tables 4.4 and 4.5, we construct the 
state diagrams of Figure 4.9 for the normal mode of operation of RT-MAC for rjn=l with 
Tu = Tx+2Tc. Similarly, Tables 4.6 and 4.7 present offset and packet transmission stats 
details respectively for Tu = 2Tx+5Tcthat ensures t]H=2. Tables 4.8 and 4.9 present offset 
and packet transmission status details respectively for Tu = 3Tx+5Tc that ensures 7/̂ =3; 
and Tables 4.10 and 4.11 present offset and packet transmission stats details respectively 
for Tu= 47A_+87cthat ensures 7#=4. 
Table 4.4: Offset delay States detail for Tu = Tx+ZTc (that ensures //H=1) and TAI< 67>+87cin normal 















































Wait for 27c / 
37c in the next 
state by the next 
starting node 












Tc5 +Tc4 +Tc3 
= 3Tc 












(Type of current state): 
Initial conditions 
(RS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from N4 
at the beginning of current 
frame. 
(RS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from N6 
in current frame. 
(RS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from N5 
at the beginning of current 
frame followed by CC. 
(RS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from N7 
at the beginning of current 
frame. 
(RS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from N4 
at the beginning of current 
frame. 
(RS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from Ng 
at the beginning of current 
frame. 
(GS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from N4 
in current frame but its start 
is delayed by 37c. 
(GS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from N6 
in current frame but its start 
is delayed by 37c. 
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Table 4.5: Packet Transmission delay States Detail for Tv = Tx+2Tc (that ensures t]H=l) and TM < 67JC+87C 

























^ e v e n 
N o d d 
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Wait for 27c / 
37c in the next 





















(Type of current state): 
Initial conditions 
(RS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from the 
fourth hop neighbor towards 
sink at the beginning of the 
current frame. 
(RS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from the 
fourth hop neighbor towards 
the sink at the beginning of 
the current frame. 
(RS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from the 
fourth hop neighbor towards 
the sink at the beginning of 
the current frame. 
(GS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from the 
fourth hop neighbor towards 
the sink in current frame but 
its start is delayed by 37c. 
Table 4.6: Offset delay States detail for Tv = 2Tx+5Tc (that ensures r\n=l) and TM < 6Tx+STc in normal 









1H Wait for 2Tc 1 
3Tc in the next 












































































(RS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from N4 
at the beginning of the 
current frame. 
(RS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from N6 
at the beginning of the 
current frame. 
(GS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from N5 
at the beginning of the 
current frame. 
(GS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from N7 
at the beginning of the 
current frame. 
(GS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from N4 
at the beginning of current 
frame. 
(GS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from N6 
at the beginning of the 
current frame. 
(GS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from N4 
in the current frame but its 
start is delayed by 37c. 
(GS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from N6 
in the current frame but its 
start is delayed by 37c. 
Table 4.7: Packet Transmission delay States Detail for Tu = 2Tx+5Tc (that ensures rjH=2) and TA/ < 









description for the current 
frame 
lxn+lxn+i 
+{Tcn+l(CC-A) & Tcn+Sj 





+{Tcn2(CC-A) & Tcn+3} 
+Tc„+2+Tx„+i 
+Tx„+2(R) 
{Tcn+2 | Tcn+1(W)J 
+Tcn+1 
+Txn+{Txn+1 & Tcn+S} 
+{Tcn+1(CC-A) 
& Tcn+4(W)} 
+{Tcn(CC-A) & Tcn+4} 
+ Tcn+4+Txn+2(CC-R) 
fTcn.,(CC-A) & Tcn+3} + 
fTcn2(CC-A) & Tcn+2J 
+Tcn+i+Txn +Txn+2 
+ fTcn+1(CC-A) & Tcn+sJ 















Wait for 27c / 
37c in the next 

















(Type of current state): 
Initial conditions 
(RS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from the 
fourth hop neighbor towards 
the sink at the beginning of 
the current frame. 
(GS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from the 
fourth hop neighbor towards 
the sink at the beginning of 
the current frame. 
(GS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from the 
fourth hop neighbor towards 
the sink at the beginning of 
the current frame. 
(GS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from the 
fourth hop neighbor towards 
the sink in the current frame 
but its start is delayed by 
3 Fc. 
Table 4.8: Offset delay States detail for Tu = 37x+57c (that ensures rjH=3) and TAt < 6Tx+STc in normal 












description for the current 
frame 













(Tc2 | Tc1(W)}+Tc1+ 
Txo+fTxj & Tc5J+ 
Tc4(W)+Tc4+Tc3+ Tx2 
+Tx3(COH) 

























Wait for 27c / 
37c in the next 

























(Type of current state): 
Initial conditions 
(RS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from N4 
at the beginning of the 
current frame. 
(RS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from N6 
at the beginning of the 
current frame. 
(RS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from N5 
at the beginning of the 
current frame. 
(RS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from N7 
at the beginning of the 
current frame. 
(RS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from N4 
at the beginning of the 
current frame. 
(RS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from N6 
at the beginning of the 
current frame. 
(GS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from N4 
in the current frame but its 
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N2 4 Tcs+Tc4+Tc3 
= 3Tc 
0 8 
start is delayed by 37c. 
(GS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from N6 
in the current frame but its 
start is delayed by 37c. 
Table 4.9: Packet Transmission delay States Detail for Tv = 3Tx+5Tc (that ensures rjH=3) and TM < 








description for the current 
frame 
lxn+1 xn+j 
+(Tc„+1(CC-A) & Tcn+5} 




+{Tcn.,(CC-A) & Tcn+3J 
+Tcn+2+Txn+1+Txn+2+Tc 
+Tcn+5 






(Tcn_,(CC-A) & Tcn+3} 














Wait for 27c / 
37c in the next 



















(Type of current state): 
Initial conditions 
(RS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from 
fourth hop neighbor towards 
the sink at the beginning of 
the current frame. 
(RS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from the 
fourth hop neighbor at the 
beginning of the current 
frame. 
(RS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from the 
fourth hop neighbor towards 
the sink at the beginning of 
the current frame. 
(GS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from the 
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+Tcn+l+Txn+Txn+1 
+{Tcn+l(CC-A) & Tcn+5J 
+{Tc„(CC-A) & Tcn+4} 
+Tcn+3+Tx„+2+Txn+3(CO 
H) 
= 3Tc fourth hop neighbor in the 
current frame but its start is 
delayed by 37c. 
Table 4.10: Offset delay States detail for Tv = 4Tx+$Tc (that ensures tjH=4) and TAI < 6Tx+%Tc in normal 








description for the current 
frame 





























Wait for 27c / 
37c in the next 
















(Type of current state): 
Initial conditions 
(RS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from N4 
at the beginning of the 
current frame. 
(RS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from N6 
at the beginning of the 
current frame. 
(GS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from N5 
at the beginning of the 
current frame. 
(GS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from N7 














































(GS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from N4 
at the beginning of the 
current frame. 
(GS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from N6 
at the beginning of the 
current frame. 
(GS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from N4 
in the current frame but its 
start is delayed by 37c. 
(GS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from N6 
in the current frame but its 
start is delayed by 37c. 
Table 4.11: Packet Transmission delay States Detail for Tv = 4Tx+8Tc (that ensures rjH=4) and TAt < 





description for the current 
frame 
lXn + lXn+] 







Wait for 27c / 
37c in the next 







(Type of current state): 
Initial conditions 
(RS): Previous packet 





+{Tcn(CC-A) & Tcn+4} 
+Tc„+3+Txn+2+Txn+3 
+{Tcn+3(CC-A) & Tc„+7j 





+{TcnJCC-A) & Tcn+ij 
+Tcn+2+Txn+i+Txn+2 
+{Tcn+2(CC-A) & Tcn+6J 
+{Tcn+1(CC-A) & Tcn+5J 
+Tcn+4+Txn+3+Txn+4(R) 





+{Txn+3 & Tcn+7} 
+{Tcn+3(CC-A) & 
Tcn+6(W)J 
+{Tcn+2(CC-A) & Tcn+6J 
+Tcn+5+Txn+4(CC-R) 
{TcnJCC-A) & Tcn+3} 
+{Tcn2(CC-A) & Tcn+2J 
+Tcn+1+Txn+Txn+I 
+{Tcn+1(CC-A) & Tcn+5} 
+{Tcn(CC-A) & Tcn+4J 
+Tcn+3+Txn+2 +Txn+3 
+{Tc„+3(CC-A) & Tcn+7} 
+{Tcn+2(CC-A) & Tcn+6J 
Nodd 
N 















fourth hop neighbor towards 
the sink at the beginning of 
the current frame. 
(GS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from the 
fourth hop fourth hop 
neighbor at the beginning of 
the current frame. 
(GS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from the 
fourth hop neighbor towards 
the sink at the beginning of 
the current frame. 
(GS): Previous packet 
transmission starts from the 
fourth hop neighbor in the 
current frame but its start is 
delayed by 37c. 
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Offset delay state diagram 





*•* state diagram 
1i&l 
nn 
Offset equilibrium state: [07-08] 
Packet transmission equilibrium state: 
[T4] 
Figure 4.10: State diagrams for RT-MAC with Tu = /̂/7AH-{(3 /̂y+1)/2} Tc (that 
ensures rjff=l,5, 9, ...) and Ta < 6Tx+STc. 
Offset delay state diagram 
Packet transmission 
'A state diagram 
7w+2 
7«+l tfw+1 
Offset equilibrium states: 
[{03-07-06}, {04-08-05}] 
Packet transmission equilibrium 
state: [T2-T4-T3] 
Figure 4.11: State diagrams for RT-MAC with Tv = rjHTx+{(3rijJ2)+2} Tc (that 
ensures ^//= 2,6,10 ....) and TAI< 6TX+8TC. 
As discussed earlier, the state diagrams for r]H= 1 can be generalized for r\n= 5, 9 
and so on due to the 4 hop symmetry of the transmission pattern in RT-MAC. Therefore, 
Figure 4.10 presents state diagrams for rjn= 1, 5, 9 and so on. Following a similar 
procedure, we can find state diagrams for ////= 2, 6, 10 , rjn= 3, 7, 11, .... and rjn= 4, 
8, 12, .... as shown in Figures 4.11 to 4.13 respectively using Tables 4.6 to 4.11. 
Now, the lower bound of end-to-end delay for the ON duration Tu = 
/7//7>+{(3?/fl+l)/2} Tc (that ensures rjn=l, 5,9, ...) can be calculated using state diagrams 
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( Packet transmission 
*•* state diagram 
rjH+1 
1H 
Offset equilibrium states: 
t(07}, {08}] 
Packet transmission equilibrium state: 
[T4] 
Figure 4.12: State diagrams for RT-MAC with Tv = ^H7>+{(3////+-l)/2}rc (that 
ensures 7^=3,7,11 ...) and TAI< 6Tx+8Tc. 
Offset delay state diagram 





7W+2 ( T 1 ) ^M T 4 ) in 
Offset equilibrium state: 
[03-08-06-04-07-05] 
Packet transmission equilibrium 
state: [T2-T4-T3] 
Figure 4.13: State diagrams for RT-MAC with Tv = ^H73sr+{(3//w/2)+2} Tc (that 
ensures 7/^=4,8,12...) and TAI< 6Tx+8Tc. 
as shown in Figure 4.9. The first data packet will start with the Tl packet transmission 
state in the first frame of Figure 4.9. From the second frame onward, it remains in a T4 
equilibrium state until some fault occurs. Thus, the first data packet transmission follows 
the pattern of {//A+I, (rjn+i), (T///+1) } hops per frame until it reaches the destination. 
Therefore, packet transmission delay for the first data packet can be calculated using 









Tf+[nLTx + (nL-l)Tc] 
for r}H= 1,5,9, ... and odd nL , (18b) 
where, nL is mod(«, (Y\H +1 ))• 
However, in the case of the second data packet, the offset delay state diagram of Figure 
4.10 is used to calculate the offset delay due to the first data packet. The offset delay 
calculation starts from the Ol offset delay state and follows the pattern of {>7#+l, 0 /H+1 , 
VH+1), (t]H+l, rjH+l), ••••} hops per frame till the start of the current data packet. 
Referring to Figure 3.8, an offset delay of 4 hops transmission time is added to the packet 
transmission time of the second data packet and so on. 
Thus, for the m'h data packet, the lower limit of end-to-end delay with Ty -
rjHTx+{(3riH+l)/2}Tc is given by 






(4(m-l) + n) 
VH+1 
Tf+[nLTx+(nL-2)Tc] 
for rjH= 1,5, 9, ... and even nL, (19a) 
Tf+[nLTx + (nL-l)Tc] 
for rjH= 1,5, 9, ... and odd HL , (19b) 
th 
where, nL is mod(4(m-l)+n, (t]H +1)). 
Similarly, the lower limit of the end-to-end delay for the m" data packet for other values 
of ON durations that ensure rjH- 2, 6, 10, ...., rjH= 3, 7, 11, .... and ^ = 4 , 8, 12, .... can 
be derived from the state diagrams in Figures 4.11 to 4.13 respectively. 
4.6 Lower limit of end-to-end delay in duty cycle mode of 
operation of RT-MAC for hop separation > 6 
As mentioned earlier in Section 4.4, for TAj > 6Tx + 8Tc, the offset delay depends upon 
the actual data packet arrival interval at the MAC layer. Hence, the offset delay 
calculation for the lower limit will be the same as in Section 4.4. It will not depend on the 
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offset state diagrams of Figures 4.10 to 4.13. However, once the transmission of the 
current data packet starts, then the packet transmission state diagrams of Figures 4.10 to 
4.13 need to be referred in order to find out the exact packet transmission pattern. In the 
case of ON duration 7V = r]HTx+{(3rjH+l)/2}Tc (that ensures ^^=1,5, 9, . . .) , the packet 
transmission delay is given by (18a) and (18b). Thus, following a procedure similar to 
that of Section 4.4, the lower limit of the end-to-end delay for the mth data packet with TV 
= r;HTx+{(3t]H+i)/2}Tc is given by 
TD(m,n) = 
and 




Tf + [tiL Tx + (JIL -2)Tc] 
for rjH= 1,5, 9, ... and even nL, (20a) 
a + n-n 
77H+1 
|T\ + [nL Tx + (nL-l)Tc] 
(20b) for nH = 1,5, 9, ... and odd nL, 
where, nL is mod((n -n'), (T\H +1)) and n' is given by (15). 
Similarly, the lower limit of the end-to-end delay for the m'h data packet for rjn = 2, 6, 10, 
...., rjH = 3, 7, 11, .... and rjn = 4, 8, 12, .... can be derived by following similar 
procedures as explained above. In general, the lower and upper delay bounds of the end-
to-end delay for a given rjH differ significantly for lower duty cycles. 
4.7 Summary of the chapter 
This chapter presents the end-to-end delay bounds with and without duty cycle operation 
of RT-MAC. Specifically, the delay bounds are presented for 6 cases, which consist of 
lower and upper delay bounds for dependent (hop separation < 6) and independent (hop 
separation > 6) transmission of data packets in a stream. 
This chapter presents delay analysis of RT-MAC when no fault condition is considered in 
the network. However, the next chapter presents RT-MAC protocol in more realistic 
conditions, where fault conditions are also considered. 
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Chapter 5: Delay Bound Analysis in Fault 
Scenario in RT-MAC protocol 
In Sections 4.5 and 4.6 of the last chapter, the lower delay bounds of RT-MAC are 
calculated using the state diagrams for normal mode of operation RT-MAC protocol. 
State diagrams for the normal mode do not include fault states. However, to analyze the 
behavior of RT-MAC in realistic scenario, the fault states need to be considered using 
stochastic modeling of RT-MAC protocol. Thus, this chapter presents delay bound 
analysis of RT-MAC protocol under fault conditions in the single-stream scenario. It is 
observed that Markov modeling is suitable to analyze the behavior of RT-MAC protocol 
for the following reasons. 
a) RT-MAC is a memory less MAC protocol. The immediate future state depends on 
the current state in RT-MAC. 
b) RT-MAC has well defined states, i.e., general states, rare states and fault states. A 
packet transmission pattern in a network neighborhood in one frame duration falls on one 
of these states. 
c) Time step needed to change one state into another is also well defined. It is equal to 
the frame duration in RT-MAC protocol. 
Thus, the objective of Markov analysis of RT-MAC is to predict mean end-to-end delay 
and mean throughput when there are faults in WSN. 
5.1 Markov analysis of RT-MAC 
We will start our analysis with Figure 4.8 of the last chapter. This figure shows the state 
diagram with fault state with ON duration Tu = Tx+2Tc that ensures at least one hops 
transmission per frame (i.e., rjH=l). However, the same procedure can be followed for 
7/#=2, 3 and 4. Further, due to 4 hops symmetry in transmission patter of RT-MAC 
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protocol, the results of t]H-l can be generalized for t]H=l, 5, 9... etc. The same is true for 
rjH=2,6, 10, ...., tjH=3, 7, 11, .... and r/H=4, 8, 12, ....etc. 
As our objective in this Markov analysis is to find mean delay and mean throughput, we 
need to represent the states of Figure 4.8 differently such that it gives information about 
these performance parameters. Specifically, to calculate mean delay, we need to know the 
number of hops traversal by a data packet in any state. This will eventually give 
information about the number of state changes (i.e. number of frames) needed to reach a 
data packet to the destination. In view of this, we need to do the following changes into 
Tables 4.2 and 4.3. 
1) We group the states of Tables 4.2 and 4.3 as per the starting node of a packet 
transmission at the beginning of a frame. Here, the fourth column of Tables 4.2 and 4.3 
give the number of hops traversal for any state. 
2) We remove the third, fifth and seventh column of Tables 4.2 and 4.3 and reorder the 
states as per the starting node. The sequence number of offset and packet transmission 
state starts with O0 and TO (instead of 01 and Tl) respectively to keep the notations 
consistent with general Markov transition matrix notations. 
3) We add one extra column at the end of the modified tables (given below) which 
shows the number of current states (for a given starting node) that goes to the same state 
in the next frame. It is calculated by counting all the rows for any current state with a 
particular starting node that have the same number of hop traversal (i.e., rju in Table 4.2 
and r]H" in Table 4.3); thus, it includes all the general, rare and faulty current states, 
which cause the transition into the same future state. These number of current states give 
us typical transition probabilities, though actual transition probabilities depend upon the 
real conditions such as battery life distribution of sensor nodes [9], [45], and [48], 
characteristics of the protocol, and surrounding environment that affects the 
communication of sensor nodes. In general, it requires long run time data to fine tune the 
state transition probabilities. 
4) We added an extra state transition condition for failed states. The state that does not 
change after one time step is called failed state. Thus, the number of hop traversed in this 
case will be 0. A failed state may recover to some valid state (general, rare or other fault 
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state), for example in cases when involved nodes are operating near the battery threshold. 
However, it may not recover from the failed state if the involved nodes die permanently. 
5) In case of packet transmission state of Table 4.3, there seems to be only two valid 
states as there are only two possibilities of the starting node, i.e., Neven and N0dd at the 
beginning of a frame. However, a closer look into the states reveals that there are more 
states needed to represent all scenarios. The reason for this is that the two hop traversal 
will result in the same state, and a failed state also results in the same state. Hence there is 
a need to separately represent the failed state. Hence, in total, four states are needed to 
represent packet transmission states of Table 4.3 to carryout Markov analysis. 
Thus, Tables 5.1 and 5.2 show the modified offset and packet transmission state tables 
forrjH=l. 
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Table 5.2: Modified Packet Transmission delay States Detail for Tv - Tx+2Tc (that ensures rjH=l) and TA! 
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Figure 5.1: Offset state transition diagram 
Using Tables 5.1 and 5.2, the offset state and packet transmission state transition 
diagrams can be constructed. These are shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 respectively. 
In Figure 5.1, poi represents the offset state transition probability of state OO to go to the 
state Ol. The same explanation applies to P02, P03, P04, etc. where subscript shows the 
transition from a particular state to another state. Similarly, in Figure 5.2, qoi represents 
the packet transmission state transition probability of state TO to go to the state Tl. The 
number associated with each branch shows the number of hop traversal in each state 
transition. In Figure 5.2, state T5 represents the failed state, which is a mirror reflection 
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Figure 5.2: Packet transmission state transition diagram 
of TO general state. It signifies that TO and T5 are the same in the sense that if TO remains 
in the same state after one time step, and thus it is represented by a separate failed state, 
which is T5 in Figure 5.2. Here, TO and T5 are needed separately because TO provides 2 
hops transmission in one time step, and T5 does not provide any transmission at all after 
one time step. Similarly, in Figure 5.2, T4 represents the failed state, which is a mirror 
reflection of Tl state. 
Using Figure 5.1, the following offset state discrete time Markov chain (DTMC) 
transition matrix can be constructed. 
1— Poi ~ P02 ~ Pm Poi P02 Poi 
0 ! - A 2 - A 3 Pn Pn 
Pio 0 l-p2Q 0 
p3Q 0 0 1 - / V 
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Here, we present the steady state analysis of DTMC. The steady state probability vectors 
of offset state DTMC and packet transmission state DTMC are n - [no ni 112 TTJ] and v = 
[vo vi V2 V3 V4 V5] respectively. 
Now, the state probabilities of offset states can be obtained using 
[no Xl 7Z2 K3] 
*• Pol Po2 Po3 Poi P02 
0 I-P12-P13 P12 
P20 ° I-P20 





[7T0 7Ty 7T2 7T?]. 
Additionally, we also have the following equation for the steady state condition, 
no + ni + K2 + n3= 1 
From Equation (20), following equations can be written as 
no (l~Poi ~P(a ~Pm) + X2P20 + K3P30 = n0, 
noPoj + TT] (l-pn-p13) = m, 
P12 + A3 
Poi 
n0p02+ Kipn + n2 (I-P20) - ^2, 
^0 P02+ T/P12 _ X2P20 - 0, 
7r0/?03 + XlPn + K3 (I-P30) = tfj, 
and 
7ToPo3 + "̂7/̂ 13 - ^i^30 = 0. 








71 x = 
Po\Pl 
PoiPn + PnPoi+PoiPn 
From Equations (21), (23) and (26), we get 
{P0l+Pl2+Pu)Pl0 
(26) 
n. 1 + -
PmPii + PmPu + PnPoi 
From Equations 23 and 25, we get 
+ ̂ 3 =1. 




From Equations (26), (27) and (28), we get it2- Subsequently, ito, iti, and it3 can also be 
calculated. These are given as 
^o=(A2+A3)/
?2oA (29a) 




. P03P30 J 
where, A, fi, C and D are 
A = P 0 l A 2 + a 2 A 2
+ / ? 0 2 A 3 ' 
B ~ PnPiO + PuP20 + P01P2O' 





(A+5) + P2oPo\ c 
.Poapyoj 
Similarly, the state probabilities of packet transmission states can be obtained using 
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= [voViv2v3v4 v5]. (30) 
In addition to this, we have the following equation also for the steady state condition: 
Vo + Vl + V2 + V3+ V4+ Vj= 1. (31) 
Following the procedure similar to the one used for calculating offset steady state 
probabilities, the Equations (30) and (31) give packet transmission steady state 
probabilities as 
v0 = L, (32a) 
v, = IL, (32b) 
v2 = FL, (32c) 
v3 = JL, (32d) 
v4 = CKL, (32e) 
v5 = HL, (32f) 
where, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, and L are given by 
E = P00 + Poi + Po2> 















Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show the offset steady state probabilities as a function of transition 
probabilities. In Figure 5.3, transition probability poo and P02 are varied, and other 
transition probabilities are kept constant. In this figure, no represents the failed state. As 
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transition probability poo increases, the probability of being in the steady state no 
increases. However, if probability P02 increases, the probability of being in the steady 
state Ti2 increases. Referring to Figure 5.1, K2 is the desired next offset state provided the 
present state of the system is the no state. Thus, a higher value of transition P02 is desired. 
As RT-MAC does not go into any deadlock state, there is no sudden discontinuity in the 
offset steady state transition probabilities in Figures 5.3 and 5.4. 
Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show the packet transmission steady state probabilities as a function 
of transition probabilities. Referring to Figure 5.2, the desired next steady state is vo and 
the present steady state is also vo- It is because vo to vo transition amounts to 2 hops 
packet transmission. Therefore, in this case, a higher value of transition probability qoo 
and lower value of qos is desired. Figures 5.5 and 5.6 also do not show sudden 
discontinuity in the packet transmission steady state transition probabilities, which 
signifies RT-MAC does not go into any deadlock state suddenly due to its functionality. 
In real scenarios, a system goes to failed state gradually generally with the decay of the 





















Figure 5.3: Offset steady state probabilities (no and ic^j as a function of transition 



















Figure 5.4: Offset steady state probabilities (7t} and ^ ) as a function of transition 
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Figure 5.5: Packet transmission steady state probabilities (v^and Vj) as a function of 

























Figure 5.6: Packet transmission steady state probabilities (v; and vj) as a function of 
transition probabilities {qn and g^) 
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5.2 Mean end-to-end delay calculation 
Jh As mentioned in Section 4.5, end-to-end delay bound for the m packet has two parts. 
The first part is the offset delay a that occurs due to the previous m-\ packets, and the 
second part is the packet transmission delay that is the transmission time of the m'h 
packet. In the context of stochastic analysis, we refer these two parts of mean end-to-end 
delay TD(m,n) as the mean offset delay a and the mean packet transmission time 
TD (1, n). Here, n is the total number of hops between the source and the destination. 
In order to calculate mean offset delay, we need to find out the mean number of hops 
traversal in a frame during the offset state transition. It is denoted by r\H'. It is calculated 
using offset steady state probabilities, offset state transition probabilities, and the number 
of hops traversal in a frame in the offset state transition. Here, matrix for number of hop 
traversal per frame (rfH') for the offset state transitions can be constructed using the fifth 
column of Table 5.1. It is given as follows for T]H—\: 
[V] = 
0 1 2 3 
0 0 1 2 
2 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
(33) 




Now, —=—number of frames needed for previous m-\ data packets since each 
VH' 
previous packet adds an offset delay equivalent to 4 hop transmission time. Thus, the 





where, 7} represents a frame duration, which is a one time step in this DTMC analysis of 
RT-MAC. 
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Similarly, to calculate mean packet transmission delay, we need to find out the mean 
number of hops traversal in a frame during the packet transmission state transition. It is 
denoted by TJH ". It is calculated using packet transmission steady state probabilities, 
packet transmission state transition probabilities, and the number of hops traversal in a 
frame in the packet transmission state. The matrix for number of hop traversal per frame ( 
r\H ") for the packet transmission state transitions can be constructed using the fifth 
column of Table 5.2. It is given as 
2 1 3 0 0 0" 
[*«"] = 
1 2 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 
1 2 0 0 0 0 
2 1 3 0 0 0 
(36) 
Thus, t]H "is calculated as follows. 
(37) 
Now, mean number of frames needed for the mth data packets over n hop is ==•. Thus, 
V 
the mean packet transmission delay is given as 
TD(l,n)= == T (38) 
where, 7} represents frame duration, which is a one time step in this DTMC analysis of 
RT-MAC. 
Thus, mean end-to-end delay is given by 














where, TJH ' , TJH " are given by Equations (31) and (34). 
5.3 Mean throughput calculation 
Mean throughput y is defined as mean number of packet that reaches the destination per 





mrjH 'r]H (40) 
[4(m-l)riH" + nTlH']Tf 
Though, Equation (39) and (40) are derived the case of r\H—\, the same equation 
remains valid for TjH =5,9,13...etc. due to 4 hops symmetry in transmission pattern of 
RT-MAC protocol. However, generalized case of rjH=\, 5, 9..., the TJH 'and rjH "matrix 
will change as 
0 VH HH+1 VH+
2 
























































As mentioned earlier in this subsection, a similar procedure can be followed to find mean 
end-to-end delay for rju- 2, 6, 10, ...., rjH= 3, 7, 11, .... and rjH= 4, 8, 12, ....etc. 
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5.4 Example scenario 
We take a scenario in which we need to calculate the mean-end-delay for 10rt packet over 
30 hops with frame duration of 610 milliseconds. Here, ON duration Tu is taken such that 
it facilitates at least one hop traversal per frame. We also like to calculate the mean 
throughput of the WSN in a scenario where m = 10, n = 30, 7} = 610, and rjH-l. 
Now, using the fifth column of Tables 5.1 and 5.2, we can write a typical offset state 





















































































Using Equations (29a) to (29d) and (32a) to (32d), we can get offset steady state 
probabilities and packet transmission steady state probabilities. These are given by 
[?r] = [0.3934 0.0459 0.4426 0.1180], and 
[v] = [0.5806 0.1935 0.0645 0.0645 0.0323 0.0645]. 
Using Equations (34) and (37), mean number of hops traversal per frame for offset and 
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packet transmission states are given as 
rj^= 1.4163, and 
TJP'= 1.5483. 
Using Equation (39), the mean end-to-end delay for the 10th packet is calculated as 
TD(m,n) = 27.3253 Seconds. 
Similarly using Equation 40, the mean throughput of the network is calculated as 
j>= 0.3660 packets per seconds. 
5.5 Summary of the chapter 
This chapter presents analysis of RT-MAC protocol under realistic scenarios where fault 
condition is also considered in the network in single-stream scenario. A Markov 
modeling of RT-MAC protocol is done in this chapter. Using this model, mean end-to-
end delay and mean throughput can be estimated. 
Chapters 5 and 6 present analysis of RT-MAC in single-stream scenario, whereas the 
next chapter presents RT-MAC operations in multi-stream scenarios. 
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Chapter 6: RT-MAC Protocol in Multi-Stream 
Scenario 
In the case of a multi-stream communication, there are multiple source and sink node 
pairs simultaneously active in a network. There are two types of multi-stream 
communication possible in the network, namely non-interfering and interfering multi-
stream communication. In the context of RT-MAC protocol, in non-interfering multi-
stream communication, the streams are separated from each other by at least 3 hops. 
Thus, they don't affect each other in any way as shown in Figure 6.1. Hence, this 
scenario is considered as a collection of several independent single-stream 
communications in the network. In this case, all the single-stream analysis of RT-MAC 
done in Chapter 3 is valid. However, in interfering multi-stream communication case, 
there are multiple source, and sink node pairs simultaneously active in a network such 
that some of the nodes may be shared among various communication streams. This 
occurs when streams are separated from each other by 2 or less hops. It is discussed 
|< 4 Hops 1\ 
RTS CTS 
„©. .... . . ... . 
Stream / / \ \ / / 
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Figure 6.1: Communication pattern with 3 hop stream separation. Two 
parallel bi-directional streams are possible. It is a non-interfering 
multi-stream scenario. 
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further in Section 6.2. 
This chapter presents RT-MAC protocol in interfering multi-stream scenario. In Section 
6.1, we discuss the issues involved in this RT-MAC protocol design in multi-stream 
scenario. Section 6.2 illustrates operation of RT-MAC protocol in multi-stream scenario. 
In Section 6.3, we present an example scenario to show the effect of varying the duty 
cycle on ensuring delay bounds. 
6.1 Problem analysis 
With regard to timing considerations, there are two key challenges involved in the 
interfering multi-stream communication at MAC layer in WSNs. 
a) It is difficult to ensure end-to-end delay deadline for any data packet stream when 
some of the nodes are shared among various streams. There are two possible solutions to 
this problem. The first approach is to provide service differentiation at MAC layer [33], 
and [34]. With service differentiation, a prioritized packet transmission is possible. Thus, 
in multi-stream scenario, it can provide a privileged access to a stream with high priority 
data. However, RT-MAC is designed to be a general purpose real-time MAC protocol, 
thus, currently it does not support prioritized packet transmission. Rather, it tries to 
provide a fair access of the medium to all the involved streams. The second approach is 
to vary duty cycle during run time of the shared sensor nodes. Multi-stream version of 
RT-MAC is based on this approach. The limitation in this approach is that ON duration 
of any sensor node cannot be increased more than the frame duration. Hence, there is a 
limit to the number of streams that can be accommodated by varying duty cycle. Hence, 
if nodes are operating at a low duty cycle, then more number of streams can be 
accommodated and vice versa. Apparently, if nodes are continuously ON, then there is no 
scope of adjusting ON duration; thus in this case, it's not possible to guaranty delay 
deadlines of two or more interfering streams that came into contact during run time. 
b) The problem of false blocking of nodes becomes far more dangerous in multi-stream 
scenario. It is because the localized problem of false blocking of nodes in single-stream 
communication becomes the globalized problem of false blocking of streams in multi-
stream scenario. Figure 6.2 shows the false blocking problem in multi-stream scenario. 
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Figure 6.2: False blocking in multi-stream scenario in RTS/CTS handshake 
based wireless MAC protocols 
In this figure, there are three data packet streams. Stream 1 and 3 are separated by three 
hops. Thus, in the absence of Stream 2, Stream 1 and 3 are able to travel independently, 
without any interaction between them. However, the situation changes when Stream 2 is 
considered. For example, N4 initiates transmission of P0 of stream 1 at ti, which causes 
N35 to go into sleep mode. Now, if N34 initiates transmission of P0 of Stream 2 at t2 with 
ti+Tc < t2 < h+Tx, then N20 will be falsely blocked after overhearing RTS because 
transmission of P0 of Stream 2 cannot be completed while N35 is sleeping. Consequently, 
P0 of data Stream 3 cannot move forward to N20 at t3 with t2+ Tc < t$ < t2+ Tx. However, if 
N20 is not falsely blocked, then data Stream 1 and 3 can travel simultaneously without 
any collision as N4 and N20 are separated by three hops. The next section presents a 
solution to such false blocking scenarios. 
6.2 Protocol description 
The RT-MAC, in general, avoids false blocking problem and collisions due to feedback 
based MAC approach as discussed in Chapter 3 for the single-stream scenario. However, 
this feedback based approach is modified here as per various situations (discussed later in 
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Figure 6.3: An example of data packet transmission pattern in multi-stream 
scenario with feedback approach in periodic sleep/listen mode of sensor nodes 
(CC transmission is not shown). 
tion. In general, the major modification made in the feedback approach is the introduction 
of the concept of a junction node, which has the responsibility of forwarding CC control 
packets alternately among various streams. This concept is explained with the help of 
Figure 6.3, which provides a solution of false blocking scenario of Figure 6.2. Figure 6.3 
shows three data packet transmission patterns at the end of three frames (i.e., three 
listen/sleep schedules at MAC layer). This figure is drawn for the case when sensor nodes 
have ON duration such that it facilitates 4 hops data packet transmission per frame (rjH= 
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4). In this figure, N4 and N2o act as the junction nodes. A junction node allows the flow of 
data packets among involved data streams alternately by diverting CC transmission to the 
appropriate stream, i.e., by giving clearance to one stream at a time. For example, at the 
end of Frame 0, P0 of stream 1 is at N6. Hence, N5 tries to send CC to N2 in the beginning 
of Frame 1. However, N4 (junction node) grabs this CC, and forwards it towards N34 to 
give clearance to P0 of Stream 2. Similarly, in the middle of Frame 1, P0 of Stream 2 
reaches to N4. Then, N35 tries to send CC to N33 to give clearance to the next packet of 
Stream 2. However, again N2o grabs this CC and forwards it to Nig to give clearance to 
P0 of stream 3. In the beginning of the second frame, as P0 for Stream 2 had reached to 
N6 node, N5 tries to sends CC to N34; however, N4 grabs this CC and forwards it to stream 
1 to give clearance to PI of Stream 1. Similarly, in the middle of the second frame, P0 of 
Stream 3 reaches to N22; hence, N21 tries to send CC to Nig to give clearance to the next 
packet of Stream 3. However, this CC is again captured by N20 and forwarded to N33 to 
give clearance to PI of Stream 2. Thus, at the end of the second frame, PI of Stream 1 is 
at the same node (i.e., N&), where P0 of Stream 1 was there at the beginning of frame 0. 
This mechanism allows each stream to get a fair access of the medium, and thus, it 
prevents false blocking of streams effectively. A similar methodology is applicable for 
avoiding false blocking problem in overlapping streams, and for streams with one and 
two hop separation. 
RT-MAC is based on S-MAC protocol. S-MAC is a fix duty cycle protocol. However, 
the RT-MAC can vary duty cycle during run time. Thus, it can maintain delay guarantees 
for the case when multiple streams share some of the sensor nodes. This could be 
accomplished by changing duty cycle of these shared nodes during run time as soon as 
any stream joins or leaves the shared sensor nodes. RT-MAC can change duty cycle 
during run-time in both single-stream and multi-stream communication. However, there 
are many differences in the objective and methodology of changing duty cycles in both 
single and multi-stream version of RT-MAC. For example, in the single-stream version 
of RT-MAC, the change in duty cycle is initiated by the sink node using CC control 
packet. Thus, it takes at least one end-to-end data transfer time to change duty cycle of all 
nodes in a stream. In addition to this, it would be a system wide duty cycle change; thus, 
all the nodes in a stream will have same duty cycle. The goal of increasing duty cycle in 
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Figure 6.4: Communication pattern with Stream Separation = 2 Hops 
the single-stream mode is to reduce the end-to-end delay. However, in the multi-stream 
version of RT-MAC, the change in duty cycle is initiated by a junction node. It is done 
using RTS control packets. Additionally, the goal of varying duty cycle in multi-stream 
scenario is to meet delay guarantees set at the beginning of the transmissions. 
Figures 6.4 to 6.7 show the multi-stream communication and their impact on providing 
delay guarantees with overlapping streams, and for streams with one and two hop 
separation. For example, Figure 6.4 shows multi-stream communication with two hop 
separation between streams. In this case, Streams 1 and 2 will cause collision at one hop 
neighbors. However, as these collisions are happening at the nodes that are not involved 
in the communication, hence, it will not affect the delay deadlines of the streams. This 
case can be considered as non-interfering multi-stream communication; thus, there is no 
need to change duty cycle of nodes to guaranty delay deadlines. Figure 6.5 shows the 
communication pattern of bi-directional streams with one hop separation. In this case, the 
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Figure 6.6: Communication pattern of unidirectional streams and no 
stream separation 
data packet transmissions of a stream, and it also maintains two hop separation between 
the nearest data transmissions of two streams. It appears that there are no junction nodes 
in this scenario, thus who will facilitate the forwarding of CC to appropriate stream is a 
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Figure 6.7: Communication pattern with bi-directional streams and no 
Stream Separation 
becomes aware of some communication in the neighborhood, then it assumes the 
responsibility of the junction node. Here, one hop neighbors of an existing stream are 
always aware of communication status of this stream; hence, when they receive RTS 
from any newly approaching stream for the first time, they responds with NACK to 
inform newly approaching stream to wait for CC. This NACK is also overheard by its 
one hop neighbor of the existing stream, which will serve as an indication to it that a new 
stream is waiting two hops away to get the medium access in the same area. Thus, this 
particular node of the existing stream assumes the responsibility of a junction node. 
Figure 6.6 shows the communication pattern of unidirectional overlapping streams. From 
feedback approach point of view, this case is the same as single-stream case. Thus, four 
hop separation is maintained between the two nearest data packet transmissions of two 
streams. However, as the medium is shared among two streams in this case, hence the 
duty cycle needs to be increased at the shared nodes to ensure delay deadlines of the 
involved streams. Figure 6.7 shows the communication pattern of bi-directional 
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Figure 6.8: Example scenario of communication pattern with single-
stream for tjjf=2 hops per frame 
overlapping streams. In this case, two hop separation is maintained between the nearest 
two data packet transmissions of two streams, whereas there is a 4 hop separation 
between two consecutive data packet of the same streams. In this scenario, a packet of a 
stream goes forward by two hops and a CC is released for the previous hop neighbors of 
the same streams; however, this CC is captured by its two hop neighboring node, who has 
a data packet from the other stream to be sent in the opposite direction. The same process 
is repeated when this node forwards the data by two hops in the opposite direction, and a 
CC is released. The duty cycle of the shared nodes needs to be increased in this scenario 
to maintain delay deadlines of the involved streams. 
6.3 Example scenario of varying duty cycle to ensure end-to-
end delay guarantees 
In this section, consider an example scenario to show that the delay deadlines can be 
insured by increasing the duty cycle of the shared nodes. Figure 6.8 shows a scenario of a 
communication pattern with single-stream for the ON duration that ensures rm=2 hops 
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Figure 6.9: Example scenario communication pattern with two 
approaching streams for rjfj=2 hops per frame (i.e., without change 
in duty cycle) 
per frame. In this figure, P0 of Stream 1 is at NQ at the end of frame 0. After 2 frames, PI 
of Stream 1 reaches to the same node (Ne). In Figure 6.9, Stream 2 is introduced in the 
scenario at junction node N4, but the duty cycle is kept the same. Following the feedback 
based MAC approach as mentioned in connection with Figure 6.3, it is found that PI of 
Stream 1 reaches to N6 after four frames. Now, similar to Figure 6.3, there are two 
streams in Figure 6.10; however, in this case, duty cycle of the shared node is doubled. 
Thus, it is found that PI of Stream 1 can reach to N$ in two frames, which is the same 
duration that was found in the single-steam case of Figure 6.8. 
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Figure 6.10: Example scenario of communication pattern 
with two approaching streams with i.e., t|H=4 hops per 
frame (i.e., with increased (doubled) duty cycle) 
Similar to the example mentioned above, various other multi-stream test scenarios have 
been generated using OMNeT++ network simulator. Subsection 7.2.2 of the next chapter 
presents extensive simulation results and related discussion. 
6.4 Summary of the chapter 
This chapter presents RT-MAC protocol in multi-stream scenario. It is found that the 
parallel streams separated by two or more hops travels independently. Hence, this case 
can be treated as single-stream scenarios. However, if parallel streams are overlapping or 
separated by one hop, then duty cycle of shared nodes needs to be increased during run 
time to meet delay deadlines of individual streams. 
The next chapter presents simulation results of RT-MAC protocol for both single-stream 
as well multi-stream scenarios. 
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Chapter 7: Simulation results and discussions 
7.1 Simulation environment 
A simulation study of RT-MAC is carried out using OMNeT++ simulator [63], [64], and 
[78]. Propagation delay is neglected as the distance involved in the sensor 
communication is very small, typically a few meters. It is assumed that data packet size 
do not change during run time in the network. Thus, data aggregation during run time in 
the WSN is not considered. Major simulation parameters are the size of data and control 
packets, contention durations, duty cycle, frame duration, packet arrival interval, 
transmission range, and node placement (grid). Values of the simulation parameters, as 
given in Table 7.1, are based on [20], [21], [62] and [72]. These parameters are largely 
based on MICA [75] and EYES [76] wireless sensor nodes. In Table 7.1, one Tic of a 
crystal oscillator of a sensor node is taken as 30.518 usee. For a given number of hops, 
we took the average of 10 simulation runs, where each run was taken with different 
source and sink node pairs. 
Table 7.1: Parameter Values in Simulation 
Parameter 
Power consumption in receive mode 
Power consumption in transmit mode 
Power consumption in sleep mode 









Maximum value of RTS contention duration without backoff (in S-MAC) 
Typical value of RTS contention duration without backoff (in S-MAC) 
Maximum RTS contention time (in T-MAC) 
CTS, DATA, ACK, CCACK, CCQ, and CCQR contention duration (in RT-MAC) 
CC contention duration (in RT-MAC) 
CTS, DATA, ACK contention duration (in S-MAC, T-MAC and VTS) 
Frame duration in RT-MAC, S-MAC and T-MAC 
Typical value of RTS,CTS,ACK,NACK, CC,CCACK, CCQ, and CCQR duration in 
RT-MAC 
Typical value of RTS duration without backoff (including contention duration) in S-
MAC 
Typical value of RTS duration (including contention duration) in T-MAC 
Typical value of RTS in VTS 
Typical value of CTS, and ACK duration in S-MAC, T-MAC and VTS 
Maximum SYNC duration 
Data packet size 
VTS super frame length 
VTS slot duration 
Session duration for RT-MAC, S-MAC and T-MAC 


















Till the end of 
data transfer 
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7.2 Results and Discussions 
This section presents simulation results in single and multi-stream scenarios. The 
minimum hop routing protocol is used for all protocols in the simulation study in single-
stream scenario, whereas a user defined routing path is used to generate various test cases 
for the performance evaluation in multi-stream scenario. 
7.2.1 Single-stream scenario simulation results 
Figures 7.1 and 7.2 show packet transfer delay for the first data packet as a function of 
number of nodes for low and high duty cycle respectively. It is evident from these figures 
that the packet transfer delay of the first data packet is the lowest in RT-MAC at both low 
and high duty cycles. This is due to the fact that the first data packet travels 
independently towards the sink as it does not need to wait for a CC control signal. 
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Figure 7.2: Packet transfer delay pattern for the first packet at 98 percent duty cycle 
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MAC. VTS takes the maximum time to deliver the first data packet to the sink at lower 
duty cycles because the data packet travels only one hop for a given TDMA slot; thus, 
the remaining ON duration is not used. 
Simulation session duration is 25 seconds for RT-MAC, S-MAC and T-MAC, whereas in 
the case of VTS, it is taken until the end of all data packets reception at the sink because 
VTS could not complete the data transfer up to 100 nodes in a 25 second session limit. As 
shown in Figure 7.3, at a low duty cycle, all 25 data packets can be transferred up to 40 
nodes in S-MAC and up to 60 nodes in RT-MAC within a 25 second session limit. 
However, T-MAC is able to transfer all data packets up to 100 nodes even at lower duty 
cycles because T-MAC has an adaptive duty cycle mechanism that prevents nodes from 
going into sleep mode when there are data packets in the neighborhood for transmission. 
However, T-MAC itself is not a good candidate for real-time communication due to its 
inconsistent data transmission pattern as all data packets keep on traveling together like a 
bunch toward the sink. Figure 7.4 shows that at higher duty cycles, RT-MAC provides 
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Figure 7.4: Packet transfer delay pattern for 25 packets at 98 percent duty cycle 
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Figure 7.5: Packet throughput pattern at 10 percent duty cycle 
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Figure 7.6: Packet throughput pattern at 98 percent duty cycle 
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Figure 7.7: Packet throughput pattern in RT-MAC for 30 nodes 
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reutilization and reduced carrier sense duration. In general, delay performance of RT-
MAC decreases with decreasing duty cycle because the packet transmission pattern is 
disrupted frequently. 
When the 25 second simulation duration limit was removed, we were able to find the 
exact duration when all 25 data packets reached the destination even at lower duty cycles. 
Thus, the packet throughput graphs of Figures 7.5 and 7.6, and packet overhead graphs of 
Figures 7.9 and 7.10 show the results for the case when the simulation is allowed to run 
until the end of all data packet transfers. 
As shown in Figure 7.6, packet throughput is the highest and most consistent (decreases 
linearly as number of nodes increases) in the case of the RT-MAC protocol at higher duty 
cycles. As mentioned in the case of Figure 7.4, the reason for better throughput 
performance at higher duty cycles is that a larger ON duration maintains the same 
transmission pattern. Thus, the delay and throughput performance of S-MAC and RT-
MAC are more or less the same at lower duty cycles, whereas the advantage of RT-MAC 
over S-MAC begins to show as the number of nodes or duty cycle increases. 
Figure 7.7 shows packet throughput as a function of data packet arrival interval. At a low 
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Figure 7.8: Packet throughput pattern for 30 nodes at 98 percent duty cycle 
packet arrival interval, packet throughput in the RT-MAC reaches the maximum possible 
value for a given duty cycle. This confirms the stability of RT-MAC protocol. It is 
because of two reasons. First, RT-MAC avoids collisions between closely arriving 
consecutive data packets by ensuring at least 4 hop separation between them. Second, 
RT-MAC prevents the nodes from being falsely blocked due to feedback based MAC 
strategy. Hence, it prevents dropping of packet throughput at the maximum load 
condition, i.e., when data packets arrive simultaneously. Figure 7.8 shows the packet 
throughput as a function of packet arrival rate in RT-MAC, S-MAC and T-MAC protocol 
for 30 node case. This figure further shows that RT-MAC provides a stable throughput 
performance at higher loads as compared to S-MAC and T-MAC protocol. 
Packet overhead is calculated on the basis of average number of control packets needed 
for one data packet transfer by one hop. Figures 7.9 and 7.10 show that the packet 
overhead is the highest in RT-MAC protocol. This is due to extra control packets such as 
CC, CCACK, CCQ and CCQR, which are used in RT-MAC. However, this increased 
packet overhead does not increase delay or energy consumption of RT-MAC 
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Figure 7.9: Packet overhead pattern at 10% duty cycle 
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Figure 7.10: Packet overhead pattern at 98 percent duty cycle 
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Figure 7.11: Normalized energy consumption pattern at 10 percent duty cycle 
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RT-MAC helps to reduce carrier sense duration and collisions significantly. Therefore, 
gain in terms of time saved due to lower contention duration and fewer collisions is more 
than the time taken by the extra control packets. Additionally, these figures show that the 
packet overhead is the lowest in VTS since it is a virtual TDMA based collision free 
protocol. However, as VTS still uses S-MAC (contention based) as the underlying 
protocol for the data packet transfer, it has a packet overhead close to 3 control packets 
per data packet due to RTS, CTS and ACK control packets being used for a data packet 
transmission by one hop. 
Energy consumption includes the energy spent by all nodes in the network during 
transmission, reception, idle listening and sleep mode. Parameter values taken for energy 
consumption calculation are mentioned in Table 7.1. We observed energy consumption 
behavior of S-MAC, T-MAC and RT-MAC for a session duration of 25 seconds with 25 
data packets transmission per session. However, in the case of VTS, we observed its 
energy consumption behavior until the end of all data packet transmissions. As shown in 
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Figure 7.12: Normalized energy consumption pattern at 98 percent duty cycle 
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more or less the same at both low and high duty cycle operations. Thus, RT-MAC is able 
to provide delay guarantees without any significant increase in energy consumption. 
7.2.2 Multi-stream scenario simulation results 
In multi-stream simulation, nodes are placed in an x-y grid. A user defined routing path is 
used to provide desired stream separation among parallel streams. In Figure 7.13, the 
packet transfer delay pattern is shown for zero (i.e., overlapping streams), one and two 
hops stream separation at 10 percent duty cycle. 2S(—>,—>), and 2S (—•,<--) signify that 
two streams are travelling in same and opposite directions, respectively in a x-y grid. 2HS 
signifies that there is a 2 hop separation between the parallel streams. In this figure, 25 
packets are sent in each stream, and the packet transfer delay is recorded for each stream. 
The packet transfer delay is averaged across the streams involved. As discussed in 
Section 6.2, the parallel streams with two hops separation travel independently, thus, they 
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Figure 7.14: Average packet transfer delay pattern with two streams with increased duty 
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Figure 7.15: Average packet transfer delay pattern with multiple streams separated by one 
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Figure 7.16: Average packet throughput pattern of RT-MAC at 10% duty cycle 
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two streams with one hop separation, the average packet transfer delay is almost doubled 
as compared to independent streams. It is because the data packet in one stream has to 
wait to ensure 4 hops separation from the nearest data packet in the other stream for the 
streams travelling in same direction, whereas, it has to ensure two hop separation in case 
of the streams travelling in opposite direction. This figure also shows that the delay is 
relatively higher for streams travelling in opposite direction. It is because the streams 
travelling in opposite direction need to maintain two hop separation communication 
pattern, thus, the frequency of usage of CC control packet used to maintain two hop 
separation is more than that of used to maintain 4 hops separation. It is also observed in 
this figure that streams with one hop separation have larger delay than that of the 
overlapping streams. It is because, in case of the streams with one hop separation, an 
additional CC transmission is involved in every 2 or 4 hops segment of the streams to 
inform the other stream about the successful transmission of a data packet in a stream by 
2 or 4 hops. 
In Figure 7.14, the duty cycle of the nodes in the network is doubled. Thus, it is observed 
that the average packet transfer delay is almost halved in overlapping streams and the 
streams with one hop separation; thus, it becomes comparable to the average packet 
transfer delay of the independent streams. This figure signifies that the delay guarantees 
of the individual streams can still be met when they share some of the nodes on the way 
by increasing the duty cycle of the shared node during run time. 
Figure 7.15 shows the average packet transfer delay with 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 parallel stream 
scenarios with one hop separation among streams at 10 percent duty cycle. This figure 
shows that the average packet transfer delay do not vary much with the increase in 
number of streams involved. It is because in RT-MAC, any stream is affected only by 
two parallel streams on either side of it, whereas the streams on both sides of a stream 
travel independently as they are separated from each other by two hops. 
Figures 7.16 and 7.17 show the average packet throughput for 10 and 20 percent duty 
cycle respectively. As shown in Figure 7.16, the packet throughput decrease by almost 
half for the overlapping streams and the streams with one hop separation. It is because the 
streams are sharing nodes, thus, only one stream can travel at a time in a 2 or 4 hop 
segment. Similarly, the average packet throughput is almost doubled when duty cycle is 
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Figure 7.20: Average packet throughput pattern with interactive streams at 98 percent duty 
cycle 
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Figure 7.21: Average packet overhead pattern with interactive streams at 98 percent duty 
cycle 
increased to 20 percent, as shown in Figure 7.17. Figure 7.18 shows the average packet 
overhead pattern of RT-MAC at 20 percent duty cycle. This figure shows that the packet 
overhead is higher for the parallel streams travelling in opposite direction with one hop 
separation. As explained above for Figure 7.13, the parallel streams travelling in opposite 
direction with one hop separation uses more number of CC control packet, therefore, it 
shows maximum control overhead as compared to other cases. 
Figures 7.19 and 7.20 compared the average packet transfer delay pattern and the average 
packet throughput pattern of RT-MAC with S-MAC and T-MAC protocols at 98 percent 
duty cycle. These figures show that RT-MAC has lower average packet transfer delay 
and higher average packet throughput than S-MAC and T-MAC protocols. It is because 
of lesser number of collisions and maximum spatial channel reutilization in RT-MAC due 
to its feedback based MAC strategy. 
Figure 7.21 shows that the average packet overhead in RT-MAC is higher than S-MAC 
and T-MAC protocols due to usage of CC control packet in RT-MAC. As explained in 
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Figure 7.22: Normalized energy consumption pattern with interactive streams at 98 percent 
duty cycle 
Section 7.2.1, the negative effect of the increase in control overhead in RT-MAC is 
compensated by the reduction in the number of collisions, lower contention duration and 
better spatial channel reutilization. Thus, an increase in average packet overhead does not 
increase the average packet transfer delay in RT-MAC. Figure 7.22 shows the normalized 
energy consumption pattern with interactive streams for RT-MAC, S-MAC and T-MAC 
protocols at 98 percent duty cycle. This figure signifies that RT-MAC achieves its timing 
objectives in multi-stream scenario with the energy performance comparable to S-MAC 
and T-MAC protocols. 
7.3 Summary of the chapter 
This chapter presents simulation results of RT-MAC protocol in single-stream as well as 
multi-stream scenario. The performance of RT-MAC is compared with other real-time 
and general purpose MAC protocols. It is observed that RT-MAC provide a lower end-to-
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end delay deadline than VTS, S-MAC and T-MAC with the energy performance 
comparable to these protocols. 
The next chapter concludes this research work. Some future research directions are also 
given in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 8: Conclusion and future work 
This thesis presents RT-MAC in both single-stream and multi-stream scenario. The main 
contribution of this research is to provide a soft real-time MAC protocol that guaranties 
bounded and minimum end-to-end delay with no hardware assumptions and is capable to 
work with random network topology. RT-MAC support operation of MAC with and 
without duty cycle. Duty cycle mode is generally desired when energy conservation is 
also a goal along with timing consideration. RT-MAC can vary duty cycle during run 
time, which facilitates it to provide delay guarantees in multi-stream scenario. RT-MAC 
is capable of working at much lower duty cycle operations than other contention based 
protocols, which can increase the network lifetime substantially when there are no event 
reporting scenarios. RT-MAC is useful for a variety of event driven and periodic soft 
real-time WSN applications. This thesis presents state analysis that facilitates 
determination of the lower end-to-end delay bound as well as providing greater insight 
into the operations of RT-MAC protocol. It also shows that RT-MAC is a highly fault 
tolerant protocol. Discrete Markov Chain analysis of RT-MAC shows the behavior of the 
protocol in some realistic conditions where fault may also occur. 
In this research, it is found that a feedback mechanism enables RT-MAC to provide end-
to-delay guarantees as well as a lower end-to-end packet transfer delay for a soft real-
time WSN application without any unusual increase in energy consumption. Simulation 
results show that delay and energy behaviors of RT-MAC and S-MAC are similar. 
However, unlike S-MAC, RT-MAC is additionally able to provide delay guarantees, 
which makes it a real-time protocol. It is also observed that being a contention based real-
time MAC protocol, RT-MAC is able to provide lower delay bounds and lower energy 
consumption as compared to VTS, which is based on the TDMA scheme. Specifically, 
RT-MAC is two times faster at lower duty cycle operations, and seven times faster at 
higher duty cycle operations than VTS protocol with 20 hop network. Simulation study 
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shows that RT-MAC provides higher and more stable packet throughput than S-MAC 
and T-MAC protocol. It is observed that the packet throughput of RT-MAC is higher by 
8 and 21 percent respectively, than the packet throughput of S-MAC and T-MAC 
protocol at higher packet arrival rate, i.e., higher than 20 packets per seconds. 
In this thesis, it is observed that feedback based MAC schemes are more preferable to 
provide real-time communication as compared to reservation based MAC schemes. It is 
because feedback based MAC schemes provide more definitive and predictability to data 
transmission pattern. It is also observed that contention based MAC schemes are better 
for soft real-time communication in WSN (as compared to scheduling based MAC 
schemes) due to their flexibility in changing duty cycle during run time and better 
scalability. 
In the future, Markov analysis in multi-stream case needs to be done. It is expected to be 
computationally complex due to the large number of possible states in multi-stream mode 
of RT-MAC. RT-MAC can be extended to provide service differentiation at MAC layer. 
For this, the capability of varying transmitting power of sensor nodes during run time can 
be added in RT-MAC to reduce or increase number of hops between a source and 
destination node pair in a stream to adjust end-to-end delays as per the priority of data 
packets. Varying transmission power is possible in newer sensor node. Here, the effect of 
increased transmission range on the neighboring node needs to be properly analyzed. A 
prototype implementation of RT-MAC protocol will be done on sensor nodes. 
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